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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. March 1, 1973

Seen&Heardt
Around
Mrs-. J.C. Walker of Murray
route three, sends in an old
cancelled check found in the old
store house at Fgeon.. It waS
signed by G.A. Hale di Son,
dealers in
General Merchandise at Faxon and was
made out to Murray, Dibrell &
Company apparently of Nashville, Tennessee The check was
drawn on the Citizens Bank of
Murray, Kentucky. It was
deposited in the Fourth
National Bank of Nashville by
Murray, Dibrell 111 Co. so we
presume this firm was in Nashville. The date on the check was
December 26. 1903 A mere 70
years ago, the year that the
famed '03 Army rifle was invented. We trained with this
rifle and has it got a kick.
Larrie Clark of Sha Wa Circle
reports about 75 Cedar Wax
Wings swooped into his yard
early this week and stripped all
the berries from his shrubs.
This is a sight we wish we could
have seen

Fleck of about forty Robins
sighted this week Apparently
they are moving back for the
summer We have several who
stayed all winter long Either
they had broken time-clocks or
are itist plain ornery.
- We got our two Blue Bird
boxes Have to paint them and
put them up. Thanks to Ray
Mofield for his help Note the
Story by Ray today on Blue
Birds.
Congratulations to Jim
Garrison on the honors he
received Last night in Louisville
Check the editorial th today's
Ledger
Herr are the last three concerts of the Civic .Music
A.s.sociabon March 15. Craig
Shepherd, pianist here; March
27 The Young Americans in
Paducah; April 16, Longstreth
and Escosa. duo harpists.
Paducah. Local ticket holders
can see all three by showing
their membership cards
Typographical error in the
Las Vegas, (Nev. Sun: "The
Easter Sunday sunrise service
will be conducted by a Priest, a
Minister, and a Rabbit"
Sign on downtown I. A
building • "Is there intelligent
life on earth" And underneath
someone has answered it:
"Yes. but I'm only visiting"

vs.16.

—001,1ti0Detiontry awards were presented to *eves members el Rey Seeiit Troop 7710
a eerenssay at tla 1.Ira'Chrittlaa(lurch.
Left Se tight, front row, Lyle cWen.(Nod, chairman el She beard el*chunk Rusty Moore,
Rime Aimee. Bred Boone, and John
Merl,seread row, Dr. Day iel Roos, church atbditer. Robert thedeneeed, Don Wilds, Bryan Winer, and B. Boone, Jr. Scoutmoseer.
ittay id Hill photo)

Red Cross
Fund Drive
Now Started
The 1973 Red Cross Fund
Drive officially began this
morning at 7.45 with a kick-off
breakfast lead et the University
Branch. Bank of Murray for
approximately 100 volunteers.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., generaj
chairman oithe Drive, presided
over tbe Breakfa,st.
Simmons asked for individual
donations and-or pledges at the
breakfast and $2343 was obtained to initiate the drive.
The chairmen for the drive
were introduced. Stan Key is
Calloway County chairman;
Bill Ferguson, MSU chairman,
Jay Richey, MSLT student
chairman; and Mrs. Carole
Hahn, publicity chairman.
This year's Calloway County
Fund Drive will continue
through March 10 with the
year's goal being 110,500.
A taped message from
Kentucky's_Lt. Governor Julien
M. Carroll was heard by those
present at the breakfast Addland story on Page s

Purple Martin
Survey Begins

Wile cooked a roast for
supper last night that was so
tender that it was falling apart.
Was going to, have baked
A survey of the distribution
potatoes with it but most were
very: small but there was one and behavior of purcile martins
in West Kentucky has been
huge one which we finally
initiated to learn more about
decided on. Cooked this monster
the nesting habits of this
for two hours before it was
popular species
done. To finish the dinner out we
Largest of the swallows,
had slaw, fixed as only she can
purple martins nest in colonies,
fix it and roast gravy
often close to human activity,
We finally figured out how to and feed exclusively on insects,
cook baked potatoes and get they take on wing. They have
them done Put the oven on 500, grown in popularity because of
wrap the potato in aluminum their graceful flight and soft,
foil and bake it for one hour chirping notes
This usually does the trick. We
Dr. Clell Peterson, professor
also stick a big nail into the of English at Murray State
potato which carries the heat to University and a well-known
the inside to insure that it gets ornithologist, is serving as the
real done.
coordinator of the study. After
data is processed, it will be
turned over to Dr. Jesse
Jackson of Mississippi State
University, who is directing a
three-year-old purple martin
Cloudy and not so cold research study in cooperation
tonight with a chance of show- with the Cornell University
ers, lows in the mid and upper Laboratory of Ornithology.
40s. Friday mild with showers
Forms are available for
likely, highs in the mid 60s. persons who wish to supply
Saturday continued mild with a information about purple'
martins, Peterson said. He
chance of showers.
Mild . temperatures with added that everyone who
chances of rain Saturday and contributes information will,
Sunday. Decreasing cloudiness receive a summary of the data
and cooler Mondai,Highs Sat- compiled from the reports.
urday and Sunday in the 503,
Survey forms may be ob-and in the 40s Monday. Lows in. tained by writing to: Dr. dell
the Vis Saturday and Sunday T. Peterson, Box 364, University
and in the 213s and 30s Monday. Station, Murray, Ky., 42071.

The Weather

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 51

Jim Garrison Named
'Man of the Year' By
Two-State-Dairy

Murray

The signs on the BvVitlInobile
need repainting

10' Per Copy

Bluebird
Box Time
Here Again

Seven Receive God And
Country Award Recently

Seven Scouts of Boy Scout
Troop 97, received their God
It's time to put up
and Country Award, the second
bluebird boxes again! Dr.
highest honor in scouting, in a
Ray Mofield, who has
ceremony recently in tbe
pushed the building of the
boxes for several years, - morning worship services of Ile
First aulsUan Church.
reports that a number of
Lyle Underwood,
board
bluebirds have already
chairman, made the presenbeen sighted in Weestern
tations to the following: Bred
Kentucky
Boxes should
be placed on posts about 5 _ Boone,son of Mr. and-Mrs O.B.
Boone, Jr:. BryaitiWartieT;Stut
feet above the ground. The
of Mrs. Dolorts Warner. Rusty
boxes ought to be about 11
Moore, son of Dr. and Mrs.
inches tall; 5 inches
William F Smith, Jr . Barry
square; with a 14 inch hole
Wells, son of Mr and Mrs Fred
in the front just six inches
Wells; Brent Austin, son of Dr.
above the floor.
"I don't make the
arid Mrs ilea mon; .10/111
Hart,son of Dr annies. James
boxes," said Dr. Mofield
C. It. . Robert Underwood,
He did go on to say that the
11011 of Mr and Mrs. Lyle UnFFA chapter at South
derwood
Marshall School under
agriculture teacher Glen
Warren, is making and
'No Comment'
selling a good box for 13.00
each. They are suitable for
nailing to a post or can be
wired to a steel post to beige
eliminate cat and NS.
maurauders.
Warren often keeps gailik
of the boxes at his home AI
highway 641 between
Hardin and Dexter. His
Hy DAVID Hui
home phone is 437-4356
I edger & Times Staff Writer
Melvin Henley. Murray City.
Councilman since 1972, was one
of about 100 Kentuckians who
have passed the necessary
examination to qualify as
candidates for
property
The Music Department of the valuation administrator.
Murray Woman's Club will
Henley has not filed for the
present its annual Spring post of property valuation
Fashion Show on Tuesday, administrator, now held by.
March 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the Charles !late, currently in his
University School Auditorium. third term Henley has not filed
The show will feature spring :is vet for re-election to his city
and summer fashions for both I•ouncil post, either
men and women from the
•'No comment," Henley. said
following Murray stores: this morning on his possible
Campus-Casual, The Place, candidacy for the PVA position.
Dor-Mae, The Mademoiselle but promised to have a definite
Shop, Littletons, The Fashion .inswer in the immediate future.
Shack. Town & Country- The
Henley has apparently not
National Store, Buckingham- made his final decision yet. as
Ray, Ltd., Graham-Jackson, sources close to the councilman
The ()allege Shop, and Corn- could not offer any additional
Austin.
insight into the issue.
Ticksts are available from
In his forMal announcement
members of the
Music for council two years ago.
Department or at the door. Mrs. Henley said "I am interested in
Max Branddn is chairman of the seeing Murray make more
event.
progress than has been
achieved in the past few years. I
believe that my professional
Douglas 4-H Club Will
and business experience, along
with my sincere interest in
Hold Meeting Friday
Murray and its future, qualifies
The Douglas 4-H Club will me to. work with all interested
meet Friday, March 2, at four citizens toward. building a
p.m in the Calloway County better city."
Extension office, 209 Maple . The 36-year-old native of
Street, with Fred Gillum and Calloway County holds degrees
Clara Bremley as leaders.
'Pam Murray State University
Youth, ages nine to nineteen, and
the
University
of
in the Douglas area are urged to Mississippi. He Nils° attended
attend, the leaders said.
the University of Nevada and

tie% David Roos, pastor of
the church, set forth the
requirements for the award
which included over 8 year's
wark involving Bible study,
.rstory of the church, and
service to the church and the
community.
t; W Hayden, district scout
executive, gave a statement on
the over all program of Boy
deesams, in the Four Rivets
Council and pointed out that
Troop Ti, Mid the most advancement it any troop in the
Coancilliweien indicated that
dare were only seven God and
08IntrY Morris presented in
the entire cenncil this past year
whereas in this ceremony seven
were presented to members of
Troop 7

James E. Garrison, president
of Ryan Milk Company in
Murray, was named "Man of
the Year" by the Dairy Council
of Kentucky and Southern Indiana at the council's annual
meeting at the Galt House in
Louisville last night.
Garrison, who is active in
civic life in Calloway County,
was also elected 1973-74
president of the Dairy Council
at the meeting.
A native of Pontotoc, Miss.,
Garrison began his career with
Ryan Milk Company as general
)1-tanager in 1956 and was named
president of the local firm in
1962.
He is a former president of
the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, president of the
Murray Industrtal Foundation,
and a member and former
chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
•
Garrison serves as a lay
leader in the First United
Methodist Church, chairman of
the Board of the Bank of
Murray, former president and
member of the Murray Rotary
Club and former chairman and
member of the Murray airport
Board.

Dr Gary G. Fritz, a United
Methodist Missionary, will
speak at the Murray-Calloway
County United ideihediet
Churches during the peeled of
March 4 throughll. He is
scheduled to be in almost every

--r—

Fashion Show Will
Be Held March 13

Prayer Breakfast
For Key '73 Will
Be Held Monday
The final Morning Prayer
Breakfast of Lay persons and
Ministers for Key '73 will be
held Monday morning at 8.30 at
the Holiday Inn with Rev.
Jerre!' White leading the Bible
Study.
Rev. Darrell Keith, general
Key '73 chairman, will preside.
During the month of March
Neighborhood Prayer and Bible
Study Groups will be set up
throughout the County and city
of Murray on an interdenominational basis.
Key '73 is sponsored
nationally by over 150 Christian
denominations and groups
under the general theme
"Calling our continent to
Christ." Rev. Jerrell White is
chairman of Phase II entitled
"Calling our continent to the
Word of God.' Key—'73 is
sponsored locally by the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association.

Dr. Gary G. Fritz

Garrison was named "Man of
the Year" for 1965 by the
Murray -Callonat County
Chamber of Commerce.
Garrison and his wife, Edith,
have three children: Beth, a
nursing major at Murray State
University; David, a senior at
Murray High School, and
Nancy, a junior at Murray
High.
Garrison, 47, replaces John
Smith of Smithfield as president
of the Dairy Council. Other
officers named last night are :
A. J. Keightly, Harrodsburg,
vice-president; Claude
Newman, Owensboro,
secretary; and Jack Hiles
Campbellsville, treasurer.
The
council,
with
headquarters in Louisville,
conducts nutritional and health
education throughout Kentucky
arid Southern Indiana and is
supported and financed by the
area dairy -fai-rnert arid MO
products distributors

Art Classes To Be
Offered on Saturday
James E. Garrison

Missionary To Bolivia To
Speak, Methodist Church

Henley Passes Test
For Valuation Post
Valley faillege, San Bernadino.
California.
He served four N ears active
military service in the U.S. Air
Force and Ace served four
Years in the Air Force Reserves
Henley has been on the staff
of Murray State University
since 1964

in 1966 he became a member
of the board of National AllJersey, Inc., and is a member of
the board of Dairy Products
Association of Kentucky. He
also served as vice-president of
the board of directors in 1972-73
for the Dairy Council.
Garrison graduated from
Mississippi State University
with a degree in Dairy
Manufacturing. He served with
the 8th Air Force in World War

United Methodist Church in this
area.

Dr. Fritz, native of Belleville,
Wisconsin. served for fourteen
years in Bolivia as a teacher,
educational administrator and
pastor. For about the past four
years, Dr. Fritz has been administrator arid pastor of the
United Methodist Church in
Santiago, Chile His wife, Mary
has also served as a teacher on
the various mission fields where
they have been located.
The Fritzes have six children.
ranging in age from nine to
twenty-two years old. Dr. and
Mrs. Fritz and family are
presently back in this country
on a leave of absence from the
missionary service Mrs. Fritz
will complete her studies for a
master of arts degree in
teaching English at the
University of Illinois. Dr. Fritz
will be visiting various parts of
the country as a mission interpreter .
ISee Missionary. l'age 3)

Saturday morning art classes
in 12-week cycles will be offered
at Murray State University to
area students in grades 1-12
beginning next fall.
Dr. Cordon
Plummer,
chairman of the art department, said the workshops will
be divided into two sections of
grades 1-8 and for grades 7-12
University students majoring In
art education will teach
the
classes under the direction of
faculty members in the art
department_
.
Fees will be pet- student for
each 12-week cycle, according
to Plurnmer.
-'I4"-'added that parents
wishing to enroll small children
and interested Junior and senior
high school students should
watch the information media
for additional details

Car Mats Recovered
By County Sheriff
Calloway: County Sheriff
Clyde Steele has reported that
he has found several automobile
carpet mats that may have
been stolen
Steele requested that anyone
who thinks the mats may belong
to him may identify the
property by contacting the
Sheriff's uftice.

North Vietnamese Turns Over
List Of POWs To Be'Released
SAIGON (API - The United
States announced tonight that
the ' North Vietnamese had
turned over a list of 106 American prisoners and two 'Dials to
be released over the weekend
But it said the Viet Cone had
not yet turned over a list of 30
Americans to be freed from
camps in South Vietnam.
The U.S. delegation had initially said 106 Americans would
be freed by North Vietnam and
34 by the Viet Cong. but it was
discovered later that these figures -included the two Thais
held in the North and two West
Germans and two Filipinos held
in the South.
A Viet Cong spokesman said
the American prisoners scheduled Tor release by them included 26 servicemen and four civilians
Correctlou
Two errors occurred in
Johnson's
Grocery
advertisement in Wednesday's
Ledger and 'time. Onion
Rings. -sixteen ounce package
should have been 59 cents and
Cokes should have been six-32ounce bottles for $1.00

The U.S. announcement said:
-the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam representative on the
POW subcommission, four-party Joint Military Commission,
presented to the U.S. representative a list containing the
names of 106 U.S. POWs and
two Thai POWs. The United
State has not been advised of
the time and place of release.
No new information has been
received on the detained personnel held by the Provisional
Revolutionary Government"
This is the gnverenient of the

Television, Tape
Recorder Recovered

Viet Cong in South Vietnam.
The chief spokesman for the
North Vietnamese delegation.
Bui Tin. said the POWs would
he freed over the weekend
Immediately after the list
was turned over to the American delegation, it was transmitted to Washington so that
relatives of the American prisoners could be immediately notified of their impendirig release.
Once the next of kin are notified, Washington will make the
list public.
There were no names released in Saigon either by the
U.S. or North Vietnamese delegations.
The U.S. side said it was told
that the 34 prisoners to be freed
by the Viet Cone included X
U.S. military personnel and
eight American civilians
The Communists released 143
iSee POWs. Page 31

City Police Chief James
Brown has reported that a
television and tape recorder has
been recovered during a recent
investigation, which may have
been taken from a home or
trailer locally.
Insurance Saeaker
Brown said that anyone who
Don Henry will speak on "No
can identify these items by the
make, model, and serial Fault Insurance" on Monday,
number should contact him at March 5, at 12:15 p.m. on
Channel 11, Television, Murray.
city hall.
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Down Concord Way . . .

Prisoner Of War Homecomings Are
Heartwarming Says Mrs. Spiceland
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Thank You Mayor Ellis
The announcement, that Mayor Holmes Ellis will
not seek reelection to the office of Mayor, means
that the city of Murray will have only its third
mayor since 1938, quite a record in this day and
time.
Holmes Ellis followed George Hart in the office of
mayor which was no little challenge since the city
made such vast improvement under the twenty year
tenure of Mr. Hart. However, Holmes Ellis has
made an excellent mayor
He has provided intelligent leadership, agressive
and visionary His aims and goals have been high
We appreciate the efforts of Holmes Ellis and we
believe that he has had the progress of the city of
Murray at heart.
Under his leadership the city systems have grown
and fundmentally are in sound financial condition.
The natural gas system, hit by a gas shortage,
cannot grow further at this time. but with the study
already contracted for, it should become more
sound.
Possibly one of the greatest advances the city has
made under Holmes Ellis is the development of the
Master Plan to insure orderly growth of the city.
During his tenure of office the city has adopted a
building code, electric code, zoning, land use
studies, traffic studies, subdivision regulations, and
several other studies and regulations. all designed
for the betterment of the city and its orderly growth
To say that all of this was achieved without some
controversy would be untrue. Anytime that a strong
leader is in office, things will be done and goals will
be set and when a doer is M office he will inevitably
draw some icriticism This is merely one of the
penalties of strong leadership and good leaders
expect it.
Murray has 192, units of low rent housing, another
controversial move, however the fact remains that
. many people are living in decent homes for the first
time
_ During his tenure of office Mayor Ellis had had as
little money with which to work as any-mayor. but in
spite of this, things have been accomplished. Cities
all over the nation have had to "look" for ways to
raise money, and Murray is no exception. Our city
sticker was raised to $15.00 and an insurance tax was
applied The Murray Sanitation System was placed
on a self-supporting basis with a consequent raise in
rates However, here again, as the city grew its
citizens demanded more and more in services and
these services cost money
The growth of the city and growth in assessments
was a boon to city government since much of the
increased funds came from this growth.
Mayor Ellis is a man of high caliber and status and
this caliber and status served him well in his attempts to gain more aid from both the state and
federal governments. He has been on excellent
terms with those in high office who could get things
done
We do not at all imply that Mayor Ellis
achieved the many changes in Murray by himself.
He had plenty of help from many other interested
citizens, but we do say that he provided the
aggressive leadership, high integrity, unusual vision
and fortitude which paved the way for progress.
It has been his lot over the past fifteen years and
more to meet pettiness in some quarters, shortages
of funds in others, objections to goals, and honest
differences of opinion. This should be expected and
we feel sure that it was.
However the principal point is that laced through
the entire fifteen years, soon to be sixteen, has been
an ever present effort to lift Murray into a status it is
destined for.
We thank Mayor Holmes Ellis, for his dedication
to the office, his. constant effort to inform the
public, his integrity in office, the time that he has
given to what is primarily a public service job, and
the high caliber and lofty plain in which the office
has been conducted.
Murray is indeed fortunate to have had two
mayors of the caliber of George Hart and Holmes
Ellis.

Senator
Dee Hudd leston
•

More Trivia From
The Mail Carrier

by Carl Riblet Jr.
needs is more mass transit and
country
this
What
less one-man transit. And nobody even argues the
point. We are so welded and wedded, to the motorvehicle way of life that someday soon it may become
a folk tradition for losers in traffic to be buried with
thearsteeringyheeland horn teside them in a coffin
made in Detroit.
"Losers tend to love what downed them."
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Dear Editor,
I was pleased to see the recent
article concerning the self-help
group of Recovery, Inc. This is
a very helpful method for those
suffering from nervous and
emotional illnessei. When you
realize that one out of every ten
persons will suffer from some
type of emotional problems, it is
good to know of programs such
as Recovery, Inc. But it is also
discouraging for those of us who
work with Recovery to realize
that even in our modern society,
social stigma prevents so many
from taking advantage of such a
worthwhlle local group.
We realize there are many in
our community who could
benefit from a self help
program such as Recovery. I
would like to stress again that
Recovery is most beneficial to a
nervous person who has never
received any professional help,
yet suffers the anxieties and
symptoms of a nervous
ailment.
We invite and encourage
anyone who feels that he might
benefit from such help to meet
with us on Monday nights at
7:00 p.m. at the Mental Health
Center, 702 Main Street.

The cold weather did not
By Estelle Spiceland
discourage a few from atFebruary 20, 1973
Our pessurusm about the war tending the tractor pulling
ending never, has changed to a contest in Freedom Hall at
new faith in our president since Louisville last weekend. Rainey
the prisoners are returning. Lovins, Herbert McClure and
Such joyous sights are heart- Mason McClure's two sons, and
warming. We hope that a new Tommy Parker were some of
life is beginning for each those attending.
returnee and that time will heal
By the time spring arrives
another house will be ready for
every scar of the war.
Sore throat soda type of flu is rent in Concord, perhaps.
Dave Campbell, at New
the style now. Mrs. Gene I.ovins
and children missed a few days Concord Grocery is having a
school last week because of it, house near the former Sulphur
Spring Church renovated. We
as others have, no doublt.
.
Gannon,
every improvement
Wilma
Mrs.
welcome
But
"nbertt.__
leacher in Colorado Springs„
said in a phone can to 1ditr' Many will regret that Gilbert
Otis Levin& that of the 1210 Parks who has so faithfully
teachers there 30 were absent served as caretaker for
cemetery the past few years,
because of the epidemic.
because of ill health, has had to
resign from this work, so leaves
a job open for someone looking
rchaeology
for employment
Howard Kline, before his
death in March, 1972, left me his
book as secretary for cemetery
funds, and I will continue to try
conto keep a record of
tributions made for this worthy
project. We hope we will not
Sincerely,
to let this cemetery grow
The floodplauis, ridges, and have
Euple Ward
in weeds again.
valleys of Land Between the up
Lakes will be the site of ar,
4
1
/
A
chaeological expeditions during
an Archaeology Weekend to be
held March 16-17-18 at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park near
Cadiz, Kentucky. This is the
'It sure is a perfect fit l'
first year for this unusual
weekend which is sponsored by
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCtv
Murray State University and
TVA in coordination with the
According ThAloyle
MENTAL
One of the MOSE fft1 pot Gull tr.64.604 EitGlag Con4-Tmereesee and Kentucky ArHEALTH
gress and the government is the necessity. of
ebeedsgical Societies and the
bringing fediral spending under control. It has beTennessee Division of ArMATTERS
come atmost-stindard procedure in recent years
chaeology. Land Between the
Lakes is TVA's outdoor
for the federargovernmentlb-SPend-fir more than
Bertram S. Brown, ACD:
environmental
and
it takes in. The result has been larger and larger
recreation
Director
education center in western
deficits, totalling ill5.8 billion over the past 10
National Institute
By HAL BOYLE .
are always good, but when mKentucky and Tennessee.
years.
of Mental Health
NEW YORK AP) - Things are good we are not always
Field trips led by both
Both the executive and legislative branch have
a columnist might never know happy." - Oscar Wilde.
amateur and professional arcontributed to these deficits by proposing everif he didn't open his mail:
chaeologists to prehistorical
Cut-rate: What did his trail.
increasing expenditures without taking into ac•
The tuppety-hop life of a cot- torism pay Benedict Arnold.
study sites in Land Between the
the limitations on revenues which the
count
Greet
Jaycees
tontail rabbit is a short tale. America's most famous turnLakes will highlight the
government
collects. Until now, there has been no
Out of every 1,000 bunnies born, coat' He asked 20,000 pounds
Nationwide efforts of the
weekend activities In addition
bring expenditures into line with
to
mechanism
hamber
(
Junior
long
States
live
will
third
United
only a
special interest programs and
from the British to relay them
alcocombat
revenues.
to
Commerce
enough to leave the nest. They the secret plans of West Point. of
symposia will be held Friday
supported by
The result has been that both Congress and the
are killed by cold or rain or They actually paid him only 6,- holism are being from the Deand Saturday evenings, at Lake
grant
S2'h,910
have made commitments to spend money
executive
Park.
raiding skunks, weasels or cats. 000 pounds - worth leas than a
Resort
Barkley State
partment of Health. Education,
for various prngrams over and 'beyond what the
Slightly more than three years $15,006 today Later, however,
program will be
weekend
The
Welfare.
and
government had available to spend. 'When this
after birth, all 1,000 rabbits will the British voted his pretty
The funds 'will aid Jaycees' led by Mack Pritchard, Tenconcern
the
and
happens, the President often impounds, or simply
probably be dead.
Archaeologist,
mobilize
State
to
nessee
young wife, Peggy, the In- efforts
A young brave in the Guajira stigator of his traitorous deed, and resources of local commurefuses to spend, some of the monies that' are apDr Jack Nance, Murray State
Indian tribe in Colombia who an annual pension of 500 pounds auk& in the gfljg*,$talcobOt_ Unteersty, with assistance by
proneitte4;- Tam-is a- highly- **satisfactory method .
abuse and alcoholism.
wants an attractive bride may
TVA personnel. It is designed to
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Health Administration.
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is nature's test, her sign of ap- tells an impending discomping sites at Land Betthe announcement ween the Lakes. For further
alcoholism.
appointment.
determine what the spending priorities shall be
proval. When we are happy we
also said.
within that budget ceiling. As it stands now, the
information about the weekend
executive branch makes that determination with'
The 525.1100 young men and or reservations contact Enwomen of the U.S. Jaycees can vironmental Education Section,
out consultation with the Congress.
play a vital role in combatting
It is clear to me that under the Constitution
TVA, Land Betvrwen the Lakes,
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a major national problem which
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Congress bears the responsibility for determining
affects mire thin 9,000,000 Golden Pond,
Rev. B R Winchester will assume his duties as
by March 1
how federal funds shall be spent, and for making
Americans. it added.
any reductions that might be necessary in order
pastor of the Hazel Baptist Church on Sunday. He
Dr. Minris F. Chacetz. Directo meet our spending limitations.
recently resigned as pastor of Lone Oak Baptist
tor of thc "vational Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
Congress can perform a great service to the
Church after serving there for eighteen years.
said that the grant will support
people and reassert its power of the
American
McDougal.
Murray Policemen Martin Wells. Bill
Jaycee programs to desclop
purse by adopting a spending ceiling and making
participation
citizen
ed
and Mozelle Phillips will attend a State Police
broad-bas
Feb 24, 1973
sure government stays within the ceiling adopted.
an the awareness and resolution
Training School at the barracks at Frankfort
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abuse
alcohol
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of
O.C. Williams, Rt 1, Almo,
starting Sunday.
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New officers of the Calloway County Conservation
Educabonal programs will
Home Village, Mrs. Mary
areas.
problem
Club are Ferrell Miller, president, Pete Farley.
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driving, health, 'family, peer. Elizabeth Thurman, 1572 Kirkvice-president, Paul Butterworth, treasurer, and
wood, Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Fox,
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Dexter, Mrs. Laytha Don
drinking
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North Marshall beat Murray High 66 to 39 and
Dexter,
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in
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project
Although
Williams, Rt. 3, Mrs. Ruby
Calloway County beat College High 66 to 40 in the
volve all of the 6,400 local JaySLAUGHTERHOUSE—FIVE
Mrs.
cee chaNers across the Nation. Edna I.ampkins, Rt. 2,
Fourth District Basketball tournament last night
five target cities will be chosen Sarah Frances Wrye, 315 S.
for special programs which will 15th, Mrs. Mary Arden Scates,
give individual emphasis to each Box 68 Union City, Tenn, James
problem area
Buel Hopkins, Rt. 1, Dexter.
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Isn't It The Truth!

—Kate de la Montagne
in "I I,ike Men."

.EDITOR/
LETTERS,,,
111464.111101*

Ten Years Ago Today

Hospital Report

20 Years Ago Today

Pictured today are officers of the Lynn Grove FFA
Chapter with their advisor, C. W. Jones.
Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to Eastern in the
semi-finals of the Ohio Valley Conference basketball
tournament in Louisville. Eastern and Western will
meet in the finals.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. (Pete) Boyd celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary on February 28.
Miss Rachel Rowland showed slides of her travels
in Europe at the dinner meeting of the Magazine
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House.

Proe. Info 753 3314
" Open 6:30-Start 7:00
MURRAY 4
DRIVE
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
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Deadlier than Dracula!
"'MACULA' IS THE
MOST HORRIFYING
FILM OF THE DECADE"
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Count Dracula Society

SAMUEL 7 APIROi,

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Nathan said to the King. Go, do all that is in
thine heart: for the Lord is with thee.—II Samuel
7:3.
Jesus has assured us that when we undertake to do

God's will that God is with us.

411),IIIRCULA
WILLIAM MARSHALL
A,16,101.0101
cocoa; .. LW
DENISE NICHOLAS CPC'

Plus * "BORN BLACK" 111

IVIcQUEEM
THE GETAWAY

."Born Black" is based on a miraculous true story
of a black baby born to white parents.
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South Dakota Senators Flying
To Wounded Knee Village Today
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D.
1AP) — South Dakota's two
senators were flying to this tiny
community today in an effort to
end a two-day siege by militant
Indians holding 11 residents
hostage.
Sen. James Abourezk said he
had been assured that one and
possibly two of the captives
held since the takeover Tuesday night would be freed when

the plane carrying him and fellow
Democrat
George
McGovern arrived in South Dakota. .
The senators first planned to
Land at nearby Pine Ridge, the
closest town with an airport,
but Abourezk's office in Washington said later their plane
would arrive at ElLsworth Air
Force Base near Rapid City.
They were then to helicopter
directly to Wounded Knee.
"I have this assurance
through an intermediary and I
know the American Indian
Movement -- AIM — leaders
are aware of it," he said. "I'm
confident we can negotiate the
release of the rest once we get
there "
Their plane was expected to
touch down around midmorning.
The 200 Indians have demanded a Senate probe of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in return for freeing the hostages.
Aside from one brief meeting
with an FBI agent, the Indians
have kept law enforcement officers at a distance, and there
was an exchange of gunfire
Wednesday morning.
Contacted in Washington before his departure, Abourezk
said he and fellow Democrat
McGovern would be accompanied by members of the
staffs of Sens. Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass., and J.W. Fulbright. 1)-Ark.
The Indians also had demanded that Kennedy and Fulbright come to the reservation
to discuss their grievances,
whirtrincluele the government'
handling of U.S.-Indian treaties
and the way in which the Ogtale Sioux tribe elects its lead-1

'Doll' Hart Dies
This Morning
At Hospital

THURSDAY

MARCH 1, 1973

Property Valuation Administrator
Examination Administered By State

an Indian was too light. The InFRANKFORT, Ky. AP - (Ion administrator PViti, exThe counties for which no one
Death claimed G. P. (Doll I
dians set fire to three buildings,
Only about one-fourth of more cept incumbents seeking re- has passed the test yet and
including the courthouse, and Hart, age 65, this morning at
than 400 persons seeking to election. If no one passes the which will be covered by the
later damaged four bars in one o'clock at the Murrayqualify as candidates for prop- re-examination in any of the 46 March 20 test are: Adair, An.Calloway County Hospital
Rapid City, S.D.
erty valuation administrator in counties, the incumbent PVA derson, Ballard, Barren, Haab
where he had been a patient
Kentucky's May primary have will be the only eligible candi- Breckinridge, Breathitt, Butler4
since suffering a heart attack
passed the necessary test.
Campbell, Carroll, Clark, Clay)
date
one week ago.
And no one who took the test
That re-examination for the Clinton, Cumberland, Elliotti
Hart was a resident of Route
passed it in 46 of Kentucky's 46 counties in which no one has Fleming, Gallatin,'Grant.
One, Buchanan, Tenn. Born
120 counties, necessitating a re- yet passed the test will be givAlso Green, Hardin, Harlan,
February 21, 1908, in Galloway
examination for those areas en in Owensboro, Barren River Harrison, Henderson, Henry,
County, he was the son of the
March 20
State Park, Kentucky Dam Vil- Kenton, larue, Lee, Livingston,
late Robert Lee Hart and ha
lage State Park, Jackson, Win- 1.):on, McCreary, Magoff
Freeland Hart.
Kentucky law requires suc- chester, Corbin, Northern
Ken- Menifee, Nelson, Ohio, Owsley,
cessful completion of a test giv- tucky
The deceased is survived by
State College and Bards- Pendleton, Perry, Rockcastle;
Pvt.
Billy
Kimbro
his wife, Mrs. Omrie Hart of
en by the State Revenue De- town. That
will be the last time Shelby, Simpson, Spencer,
partment before anyone can be the test will
Mrs. Ratliffe ( Velma Grey), Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.;
be given before the Taylor, Trimble, Union, Wayne
a candidate for property value- May primary.
Paschall, age 54,of Route Three—five daughters, Mrs. Charlesvt
and Wolfe
Puryear, Tenn.,-died_ Wed Link, Mrs- Shelby Tinch._,_1011t1
nesday at eleven
theMiss Evon Hart, all of Nash- Now —
Puryear Nursing Home, where ville, Tenn., Mrs. Larry
The Kentucky Registry of
she had been a patient since Williams of Paris, Tenn., and
Pvt. Billy Kimbro, son of Mr.
Interpreters for the Deaf will
Mrs. Larry Wimberly Of Route and
Monday.
Mrs. O.C. Kimbro, is now
conduct an evaluation workshop
The deceased was stricken ill One, Buchanan, Tenn.; one son, undergoing combat basic
Federal State Market News
on Saturday and Sunday, March
about a month ago and un- Benny Hart of Buena Vista, Va. training at
Fort Leonard Wood,
Service March 1, 1973
24 and 25, at the Kentucky
Also surviving are four Mo.
derwent brain surgery at a
Kentucky_Purchase Area Hog
School for the Deaf in Danville.
hospital in Memphis, Tenn. A sisters, Mrs. Beatrice Miller of
Kimbro will take eight weeks
The purpose of the workshop
WASHINGTON(AP) — Along er calls for blocking the impor- Market Report Includes Nine
member of the Puryear United Granite City, Ill., Mrs. Roxie of combat basic training
and with
will be to evaluate all inworldly woes and money tation of imitation hobby items. Buying Stations
Methodist Church, she was born Williams of Paducah, Mrs. eight
weeks of training with the
Receipts: ACT. 681 EST. 700
terpreters and translators for
matters,
there's talk on Capitol
October 7, 1919, in Calloway Artie Morgan of Gainesville, U.S.
Virgil Hancock of Bellaire,
Army
Engineers.
the deaf who are interested in
Hill about a White Carnival Tex., a director of the Ameri- Barrows & Gilts 50 cents lower
County, the daughter of the late Ga., and Mrs. Cuspard St. John Following completion
of his
obtaining certification from the
Glass Indian Chief toothpick can Numisrruitic Association Sows steady.
Charlie Douglas and Thula of Paris, Tenn.; four brothers, training, he
will return to the
$38.50-39.00
National Registry of Inholder and a Mt. Washington and head of the Organization of US 1-2 200-230 Ibis
Henry Dee Hart of Paris, Tenn.,
Perry Douglas.
Tennessee National Guard.
US 1-3 200-2501bs.
$37.75-38.50
terpreters for
Peachblow vinegar cruet. The International
the Deaf in
Mrs. Paschall is survived by Williford Hart of Hazel, Bryan
Numismatists, US 2-4240-260 lbs.
Pvt. Kimbro graduated from
137.25-37.75
Washington, I) ('
her husband, Ratliffe Paschall; Hart of Hulbert, Mich., and Calloway County High School hobby lobby is hard at work.
said one Chinese in Malaysia US
3-4 260-280 lbs.
$36.50-37.25
All persons interested in
This,
too, involves the world "has boasted of shipping into
three sons, Douglas Paschall, Scottie Hart of Murray; four- and was employed with Darrell
qualify ing for certification must
and money—imports and rare this country over 40,000 coins in SOWS
now in school in England, David teen grandchildren.
Mitchell , contractor, before
*3300-34.00
be members of the K VIM)andcoins—as
well as consumer the past three years. I have in- US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
Bro.
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Hargis
and Bro. er.lering the service
Paschall of Marion. Ala., and
or the RID and pay the
spending,
in such places as flea spected some 10 shipments he few at 234.50
Martin
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US 1-3 350-650 lbs.
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evaluation fee as per schedule
markets and antique shops
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Alma at the funeral services to be
has made into the United States
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below'
According to the hobby lobby, and I have yet to find an origi- US 2-3 450-&50 lbs
Valentine of Puryear, Tenn., held Saturday at ten a.m. The
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$1500 Certificate A Comthe problem is in telling what's nal, genuine coin."
and Mrs. Ozelma Wilson of place of the funeral and inprehensive Expressive and
truly old or really new—and
Hazel; three brothers, Garvis terrnent had not been deterReceptive Interpreting and
what's just a copy or a fake.
Douglas of Paducah, Trellis mined at presstune.
In a little batch of bills under
Transalting Skills
The Miller Funeral Home of
Douglas of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
$10.00 Certificate B Exstudy by the House Commerce
and Prentice Douglas of Hazel has charge of the
Willsive Interpreting Skills
Committee are a proposed Hobarrangements aad &WWI may
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Funeral services for Mrs. tion on antique glassware.
peebtive Translating Skills
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Translating Skills (Restricted • Members of the American In- and time will be announced
Horne with Rev. R. J. Buroce fraudulently represented as--an Bpshasnien for the state's larg- proves Tenneco's rate request,
to Deaf Persons)
dian Movement who seized cons Later
est gas distribution companies the Kentucky Public Service
and Rev, Roy Gibson of- original.
Applicants not having KYRIE) trot of Wounded Knee, —SW
Pallbearers will be Holmes
say approval of a Texas-based Commission would have to rule
ficiating.
and or RID membership may scene of tragedy for red am Piecball, Frank Paschall. Pat
Rep. Fred B. Rooney, 1)-Pa,
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Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale for
Serving
Cemetery.
as merce and finance subcom- per cent more for new gas sup- panies could pass on the inday of the evaluation workshop westward push of the 19th Cen- Frank Dalton,and Wade Darby.
March 1, 1973 Total head 266.
pallbearers will be Kenneth mittee hearing Wednesday, said plies than it does for current crease to their customers.
and must write for an tury, said they had no intention
Interment will be in the Mt. Compared to last week they sold
The president of Western
Parker, Larry Weatherford, consumers are being misled by natural gas sales could lead to
evaluation appointment to•
of hurting their hostages, rang- Pleasant Cemetery with the steady to $4.00
lower.
Mrs. Mary Vaught, Secretary ing in age from 12 to 82.
Dudley Burton, Gary Farris, reproductions and are spending higher gas rates for all Ken- Kentucky Gas, William Neal,
arrangements by the Miller Lightweights under
tuckians.
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KYRID care of Kentucky
on what they
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believe
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164 50
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Dr. Fritz earned his bachelor
Cherry Corner Baptist Church ern coins now...."
police from the Pine Ridge and of
Tenneco sells gas to the Ken- rates to customers within two
arts degree at the University
and was the daughter of the late
In some cases, he added, tucky: communities of Berea, or three
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of Wisconsin, his bachelor of
Outland
Ada
Robert
and
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Outliuid.
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About one hundred and fifty four roads.
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University
of
Illinois.
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New
three
students from area high schools
American prisoners or Feb 12 Kindred of
copies."
Joseph Trimbach, agentanIn addition, two large dis- said if the FPC approves a 35
-We believe that Dr Fritz
attended the Student Council charge of the FBI at Minand 20 more on Feb 18 The sons, Otto Farris of BirE.A. Babka of Dubuque, tribution companies, Columbia cent hike it
would mean the
will serve as an excellent inworkshop, sponsored
release of another 142 will mingham, Ala., Keys Farris of Iowa, publisher of periodicals Gas Co of Lexington, and Wes- consumer
by neapolis who heads the federal
would pay 9 or 10
terpreter
of
missions
not
only
to
Murray High School, held on force here, met with represenleave 280 Americans still held South 8th Street, Murray, and for the antiques industry, said tern Kentucky Gas Co. of cents
more per thousand cubic
Saturday. February 24, at the tatives of AIM under a tem- United Methodists but to anyone in North and South Vietnam Clifford Farris of Murray Route reproductions run well below Owensboro, each by about '15
feet than he is now
who
should
plan
to
hear him." and Laos, according to Hanoi. Five: two sisters. Mrs. Clyde the price of
high school building on Doran porary cease-fire Wednesday,
originals. For ex- per cent of their natural gas
However. Neal said buying
Road, according to Miss Cathy but an FBI spokesman said said Rev.- A. H. McLeod, Jr., They are scheduled to be re- iEula Robertson ,1 South 10th ample, he said, "a 'Mt. Wash- from Tenneco.
gas
from Tenneco, even at the
chairman
of
the
Calloway
Christopher, coordinator for the there was no progress toward
leased in two more groups,. Street, Murray. and Mrs ington Peachblow' vinegar
The Inland Gas Co. of Ash- increased rate, would still be
County United
Methodist with March 72
Earnest
Phillips
cozte
workshop
f
of
for
deadline
cruet,
the
pastel-pink satin glass land, a firm that serves 18 in- cheaper than buying
ending the stalemate. He said
an equivaRepresentatives and sponsors three other attlanpts to arrange Ministers. "It is hoped that the repatriation of the last Murray Route Five; one with an amber vine-shaped dustrial customers in the Ashlent amount of gas from Canaeveryone
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a
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of Student Councils in various negotiating sessions failed.
brother, Offus outland of handle and feet, may cost you land-Huntington, W. Va., area da
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or Alaska, or, in liquified
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high
schools,
including
The United States had ex- Murray Route Six, six grand- around $25 to $37.50 An antique buys about 85 per rent of its form, from Algeria or
Newsmen were denied access concerning
South
missions,"
Rev.
Calloway County High School, to Wounded Knee, and federal
pected the release of the second children; twelve great grand- would run about $400 or $500." gas from Tenneco
Amenca
were present for the workshop authorities would talk to news- McLeod said.
big group on Tuesday, 15 days children
The subcommittee heard othThe schedule for Dr. Fritz is
held for "Learning Procedures men only by telephone.
after the first big group was
as follows:
In How To Solve Student
handed over But the CommuLess than a month ago, on
Sunday, March • 4—Lynn
Council Problems "
nists balked, demanding that
Feb. 6, AIM members invaded Grove 9
a
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:
30
;
South
Sid Easley. Calloway County Custer, S.D., to protest that a
the United States and South
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky.(AP)—The U.S Department ot nealth.
Attorney, was guest speaker for manslaughter charge against a Pleasant Grove 10:45 am.; Sub- Vietnam come to terms on the
Education and Welfare has told the Christian County school
District
Youth
Rally
at
Coldthe morning session and spoke white man accused of slaying
release of civilians held by the system
that its present desegregation plan meets requirements
water 2:30 p.m.; Goshen 600
on "Students Rights." He was
Saigon government and guaranunder the federal Civil Rights Act.
p.m.;
Martin
7:30
Chapel
p.m.
introduced by Miss Christopher
tees to end harassment of the
A recent federal court ruling in Washington had questioned the
Monday , March 5—South North
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — recorded about two-thirds of all
following the welcome by the
Vietnamese and Viet progress
of desegregation in a number of districts, including Major crimes in Kentucky de- such crimes.
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Grove
United
Murray High Student Council
Cong representatives to the Christian
County, but officials said that ruling might have been creased over-all by 8 per cent
Methodist Women 6:30 p.m.
Fayette County showed an inpresident, Larry Lockhart.
peacekeeping commissions in based
on information obtained before the Hopkinsville and last year, but rape and robbery crease in most crimes of vioTuesday,
March
6—Murray
Discussion groups were held
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and
other
South
VietLower income taxpayers in First for coffee at ten a.m.;
Christian County systems were merged.
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cases increased.
with Ann Erwin, Rhonda the
The combined system, put into effect last fall, involved some
Murray area can still supper meeting at United namese cities.
and manslaughter. from 40 to
Declines
were
reported
by
Garland, Tricia Kline, Sarah receive
The United States retaliated school closings and other changes and had federal court
ap- State Police Wednesday in the 43 in forcible rape and from 191
free assistance in Campus Ministry for pastors
Sams, Regina Lovett, and Gail
suspending
by
the
withdrawal
proval
preparing their income tax and three or four lay persons
categories of murder, aggra- to 235 in robbery, but a decline
Herndon as leaders. The subreturn from a group of Murray from each church at 6:30 p.m. of American troops and the
vated assault, larceny or theft in aggravated assault from 394
LOUISVILLE,
Louisville
Ky.
in
charged
A
the
AP)
man
jects discussed were as follows: State
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NCAA and NIT Bids To Thorobred
Be Announced Today Club To

Miller And Player Reps
Agree To Recent Terms
salary terms from his home in
Puerto Rico.
Seven of the Cleveland Indians' 39 players have yet to
sign their 1973 contracts. Alex
Johnson was among those unsigned.
Bob Gibson led 24 St. Loth

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
l'he suspense ends today for
several college basketball
teams seeking a spot in postseason tournaments.
In some cases, thejnystery is
not who's going-but where.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association extends the
first bids today and such powerhouses as Marquette, Providence and Houston no doubt
will be invited to the prestigious post-season party.
After the NCAA skims off the
cream of the independents, the
Invitation T
will make the first of its mine.
.Lions.
Invitations go out from NCAA
headquarters in Kansas City by
telephone at 9:30 a.m. campus
times. Two hours later, the NIT
begins calling train New York.
Only the independents wW be
selected by the NCAA since the
rest of the berths will be filled
by yet-to-be decided conference

Cardinals in their first workout.
The Cardinals were the first
team to sign all of their 40 man
roster.

champions. Predictably, the
NIT will keep several spots
open for some conference runners-up. While fifth-ranked
Marquette, 22-2, No, 7 Providence, 21-2,and No, 8 Houston,
20-3, have obviously earned
berths to compete for the
NCAA's national championship,
several other teams are walking tightropes between the two
tournaments.
Louisiana,
Southwestern
ranked No. 11 in the country
with a 22-2 record and No. 14
Syracuse, 21-4, are also expected to get heavy NCAA consideration although either could
conceivably wind up in the other affair at Madison Square
Garden.
Leaning toward the NIT, but
with a chance at the NCAA are
several clubs with five lossesNo. 19 South Carolina, 19-6; No.
18 Jacksonville, 214; No, 17 St.
John's, N.Y., 18-5, Virginia
Tech, 16-5; Oklahoma City, 305,
and Oral Roberts, 20-5.

Meet Monday
The Murray State Thorobred
Club, a group of loyal and interested Murray State sports
enthusiasts will hold their final
meeting of the current school
year on Monday hight, March 5,
at 6:00 p.m. in the Thorobred
Snack Bar of the Waterfield
Student Union Building.
The final club meeting
program will include a summary and comments on the
Murray State basketball season
by Racer Head Coach, Col
Luther.
In addition, meinheos
hear from spring sports
coaches, Johnny Reaganbaseball , Bill Cornell-track,
Buddy Hewitt-golf, and Bennie
Purcell-tennis. The spring
sports coaches will comment
and preview their seasons for
the club members.
The final meeting will also
include election of new club
officers for the coming year.
All club members are urged
to attend this final meeting of
the year on Monday evening,
March 5, in the Waterfield
Student Union Building at 6:00
p.m.

By GORDON DS. PETERSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Marvin Miller and 22 of the
24 player representatives met
in Miami Wednesday and the
The Pittsburgh Pirates
reps agreed unanimously to the
worked out with all of their
terms of the recent agreement
members signed.
wiowners.
S
th base
While they were signing autographs in Miami, players from
the 24 major league teams
were autographing their 1473
contracts and some were not.
The New York Mets lack only
11111 115"-:
1
one autograph, Rusty Staub's,
from completing their 1973 roster. Wayne Garrett and Ken
Boswell agreed to terms By THE ASSOCIATED PRkSS ejected
It was the 19th win for WesleWednesday to narrow the field
Andre Hampton fired in 72
to one. Staub and General Man- points and snagged 17 rebounds yan in 24 starts Drury is now
ager Bob Scheffing are dicker- Wednesday night to lead Ken- 20-6
CY YOUNG AWARD WINNERS TOGETHER-Jim Londborg,
ing over what Scheffing calls tucky State to its 24th home
acquired last year by the Philadelphia Phillies as a second
left,
"a small thing." He added "at victory in a row, a 90-68 decibehind Steve Carlton, right, last year's 27-game winner,
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Rusleast I think it's small, but
sion over Northern Kentucky
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nest
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ty doesn't." Catcher Thurman State at Frankfort.
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from
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who
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19E, and Carlton stun It in 1972. Pair is shown
in
pitcher
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YanYork
New
tract from the
center, also blocked eight shots
Fla
Clearwater
at
kees and five other Yankees as Kentucky State improved its
AP Wirephotot
Kentucky High School Basket
came into the fold. Those dis- record to 22-4 for the season.
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8 p m
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p m
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7 p m
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basketball district pairings
1st at Hickman Co
St
Ballard Memorial vs
Mary 730 pm
3rd at SymSOnia
Mayfield vs Symsonia 7 30
pm
4th
at Murray
Un
State
iversity
South Marshall vs Murray
7.30 pm
5th at Livingston Central
Crittenden Co vs Livingston
Central 7 30 p m
6th at Webster Co
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Anderson Spent Winter Second
Guessing World Series Games
TAMPA, Fla.(AP)- Cincinnati Reds Manager Sparky Anderson says he spent the winter
second guessing himself after
losing the World Series to the
Oakland Athletics in seven
games.
But it was the fourth game
that galls him the most.
"I always will second guess
that fourth game," he said.
"That was the turning point of
the series."
Anderson said Cincinnati lost
it because he deviated from an
"excellent" scouting report.
Cincinnati won the third
game after dropping the first
two and had a 1-0 lead going
into the ninth inning when three
pinch hits by Oakland gave
them the game.
Anderson said he meted properly leaving relief pitcher Clay
Carroll in to face Carlos Marquez.
"It wasn't leaving Carroll

in," Anderson said, "instead, it
was the scouting report.
"It was not really the scouting report, it was going against
it.
-The scouting report said
Marquez-the pinch hitter who
opened the rally-hits back
through the middle. It said he
might pull the ball a little if he
hit in the air, but if he hit a
ground ball it would go through
the middle

toward the hole, not up the
middle.
"If we'd followed the report,"
Anderson said, "it would have :been a routine ground ball. We
would have won it all."
Anderson said he believes •
Cincinnati would have won the •
series in six games if they had
won the fourth game.
"People everywhere asked
the same question," he said of
the off season banwet circuit.
How did you lose to Oakland?' Not why, but how."
"I just tell them that we
didn't play like we're capable
of playing. There is no question
that we were the best club, but
in a short series anything can
happen
—
-
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The Pirates are 5-2 and the
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blasted Virginia 117-07, Caroin their struggle to beat out Philadelphia had two bouts rebounds with 13.
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89, Xavier 73
Eight other colts in the past
3-year-old stakes this
Duquesne
major
522
Buchanan
Jane
-lace NV-1s Changed
In addition to Florida and:
505
DePaul 67, Toledo 65
year, including important prep 14 years have used the Blue eliminated when it played more Jane Kr'w1ht
Except for Tennessee vic500
Derby than 24 games during the regu- Gayle Fumya
for
schools represented:
Wis-Stout
California,
tuneup
Tennessee,
60,
a
as
Claire
Florida,
Florida
Grass
The
Wis-Eau
1972,
in
races
and
1969
tories
in
(AP)
BALTIMORE
Hilt
lar season, Commissioner J.B. GlendaHigh
52
has held the league title grasp are Georgia, Alabama, Auburn,
Ind Serta* (04C)$150,000 Washington, D.C., In- New Orleans and Pennsylvania. victory, too.
638
Louisiana State, Kentucky and
The Blue Grass list includes Mansfield said Wednesday
Gayle Eonor
Meantime, Seth Hancock,
every year since 1955.
ternational, previously a Veter598
lane Knight
4,reguplayed
Restless
East
Farms,
Warren
winner
Vanderbilt.
Everglades
Claiborne
SOUTHWEST
noon
of
at
this
begin
president
run
Preliminaries
be
will
597
ans Day race,
Jane Buchanan
that Jet, Florida breeders victor tar season games and took part
Events on today's schedule
No. Texas St. 83, Corpus with the finals of five events to
Hoop Averages
year on Nov. 10 at Laurel Race Inc., said the syndicate
163
includes Shecky Greene and Bahamas In two tournaments' of two Jane Flu< hanan
the 500-yard freestyle, 200
are
Secretariat
..UT
the
in
77
tonight
owns
off
Christi
run
be
Course.
160
Glenda H.II
second
The
individual medley, 50each.
Regal.
games
country,
and
N
yard
this
Bishop
Royal
111,
from
D.
King
Southern
horsemen
pool.
Tex.
olympic-sized
John
159
Bobbie Garr isnn
Track President
Eng157
In fact, of the important Der- tournament, under the rules, Mary Smith
Both Florida Coach Bill Har- freestyle, 400-medley relay and •
Schapiro announced Wednesday Japan, France, Ireland,
156
Knight
by tuneups so far in Flociphit t'Otintail as two separate games, Jane
. lan and Tennessee Coach Ray one-meter diving.
-.150
FAR WT .
the 21st annual running of the land and Canada
Margaret Morton
of
the
25
in
of
winner
Six moreevents will be run ,
total
shares
a
making
32
Actuality,
the
of
only
Each
will
event
Bussard say the field in this
Veoria
one and a half-mile
Air Force 57, Wyoming 45
141
are for breeding Jan. 20 Hibiscus, is missing
Commissioner Mansfield said Verona Grogan
the strongest in off Friday with seven scheduled i •
is
meet
year's
67
St.
Utah
75,
St.
Weber
take place on the second Satur- colt-which
145
Bennett
is worth from the Blue Grass nomi- he had no authority to set aside Had
Saturday.
142
history.
Pat Scott
Denver 73, S. Colorado 66
day on November. Laurel opens purposes only
141
rule
All',
the
Martha
nations.
$190,000.
72.
Its 1973 session Oct.
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
Austin Peay and Murray,
who are still scrapping for the
Ohio Valley Conference basketball title, lead five of the six
team categories in statistics released by OVC commissioner's
office.
Austin Peay leads in team
scoring, free throw percentage
and rebounding while Murray
L5 tops in field goal percentage
and opponent rebounding. East
Tennessee leads the other category, opponent scoring.
Austin Peay, 14-3 plays at
Murray, 9.4, Saturday afterpm
Apollo vs Whitesvillie Trinity
noon in the conference's weekly
8 45 pm
game beginning at
televised
10111 at Mulenbefirtardral
Centre& va 12:00 noon (ST. Austin Peay
Muhlenberg
Hughes kirk 7 30.p m
needs to win to earn the con11th at Breckinridge CO.
title, while Murray
ference
St
vs
Romuidd
Cloverport
needs to win to tie for the crown.
7:30 pm
17th at Leitchfield
Leitchfield vs EdmOnson (0
If Murray wins, a playoff will
8.30 pm
13th at Russellville
be needed to select the OVC
Chandlers Gleiaael•-us Russell
representative to the NCAA
ville 6 30 p m ,
tournament beginning March 10
Auburn vs Olmstead 8 p m
15th at Allen Co
In Dayton, Ohio.
Austin Tracy vs Scottsville 7
Art
Commissioner
OVC
m
16th at Clinton Co
Guepe said Wednesday any
Gamaliel vs Clinton Co 8

Oddsmakers Favor As To Repeat As Champs

Jabbar Paces Bucks
To Win Over Sonics

Tates Creek Gaining Fast
But Bryan Station Leads

Detroit Gains Two Points
With Victory Over Flyers

Sudden Death Rule
Could Be Approved

College Cage
Results

Secretariat Is Favorite For
Kentucky Blue Grass Stakes

Bowling
Standings

Tennessee And Florida
Favored In Swim Meet

Warren East Can Not
Play In District '
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Anniversary Celebration Planned

Faces, Not Clothing

Red Cross Volunteer Workers
For 1973 Fund Drive Announced
The following is a list of the
team captains and volunteers in
this year's Calloway County
Red Cross Fund Drive. (additional story on Page 1).
Team 1—Ed Shinners, captain, Don Alley, Bobby Grogan,
John Nanny, Dwain Taylor,
James Harmon, Mrs. Charles
Hoke, Mrs. Thomas Brown,
Mrs. Hunt Smock.
2—Mrs. Gaylord
Team
Forrest, captain, Mrs. John
Quertermous, Alice Koenecke,
Neva Gray Allbritten, Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, Dan Shipley,
Paul Dailey, Jr.
Team 3--Marshall Jones,
captain, Rob Ray, John Scott,
Jack Baker, Vivian Hale, Henry
Bolton. Lester Nanny, Charles
Hines, Frances Shea.
Team 4—Bill Boyd, captain,
Harvey Ellis, Audrey Simmons,
Murrelle Walker, Martha
Crawford, Marjorie Dunn,
Harold Hurt, Larry Mayfield,
Team 5—Tom Rushing,
captain, Ronnie Babb, Non
Nanny, Willie Jackson, Jerrell
Lee, Bob
White, Jerry
Billington Polly Garland,
Starkie Colson.
Team 6—Holmes Ellis captam, John Trotter, Leonard
Vaughn, James Brown, Mrs.
George Bell, Mrs. Cecil Farris,
Emma Dean Lawson, Edwina
Simmons, Hoyt Roberts.
Team 7—E.J. Haverstock,

- Stand Out For 1973

I. 1973

captain, Dewey Yates, Bill
Barker, Ted Billington, Macon
Blankenship, Robert 0. Miller,
Bobs Hopper, Emma Sue Hutson.
Team 8—Max Hurt, captain,
Cedric Paschall, Howard
Steely, Buel Stalls, Loretta
Jobs, Virginia Morgan, Judy
Briunley, Fannie Stubblefield,
Freda
Williams,
Debbie
Kuykenciall, Wilson Woolley

to last until night Women are
too busy to pamper their faces
all day.
"And there should be no need
for creams for various hours."
she continued. "How does a
rught cream know it is dark
outside? Why must one use
certain shampoos' Soap used
Team 9—Stuart Poston,
on the hands should be good
captain, Gene McCutcheon,
enough for the scalp Cleansers,
Maurice Ryan, Charles Hale,
moisturizers and color are all
By Abigail Von Buren
Mrs. John
Gregory, Dave
the average woman might need
DEAR ABBY My 29-year-old daughter recently diMarquardt,
Mary
Jane
in basic nitikeup for her whole
son
is
ld
who
four-year-o
a
vorced her husband. Bernice has
Jackson, Mike Holton, Phyllis
lige," she aavised, although she
trip.
staying with me wtrile his mother is off on a weekend
Diamoat.
has 157 items in her line.
II just found out Bernice went on this trip with her boy
Mrs Lauder was explaining
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cain _ r.
Team 10—Robert Moyer,
friend, which is something I do not approve of, She has
how it all comes together —
captain, Bob Crawford, Sid
laboratory. packaging, adalways been a respectable girl, and if this gets around, I'm
The children of Mr. and Mrs. C.E.(Commie Elibu) Cain will
Easley, Mrs. A.C. LaFollette,
vertising. trips abroad that
afraicrit will ruin her reputation and spoil her chances for
entertain with-an open house at the home of the youngest son at
Betty Lowry, Helen Spann,
have turned her into a•"makeup
marrying a nice man
402 South 6th Street. Murray, in celebration of their 45th wedding
Kenny Imes, Marvin Harris.
watcher A certain look begins
I am a &I-year-old widow I own my own home and
anniversaii. on Sunday, March 4, from two to five o'clock in the
Walker,
Tommy
to develop and she tries to fill in
enjoy cooking and keeping house More than anything else,
gternoon.
right now it is
the gaps
I love my grandson and he loves staying with "Grandma."
Team 11—Leonard Vaughn,
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attned.
makeup to make the face glow,
I could give him a wonderful home.
home
the
at
1928,
26,
Nix, Mrs. Opal Smith, Ken
married
February
were
J.H.
Cain
for
Mrs.
and
sheen
Mr.
eye_
gold
as
such
If I can obtain proof of my daughter's immoral conduct
of G.T. Vick of Camden, Tenn. Mrs. Cain is the former Beulah
Barber, Mrs. Frank Petty, Mrs
evening
chances
my
are
what
mother,
unfit
an
be
to
her
prove
and
Clara Stubblefield, Dave Willis,
PASTELS FOR SPRING
Marie Howe. They resided at Camden for ten years and moved to
for gaining custody of my grandson?
Murray
to
moving
before
years
for
Leon Miller,- Mrs. Ruth Blackfifteen
"We are not going to have a
Tenn.,
Huntingdon,
CONCERNED GRANDMOTHER
wood, Huel Jones, Jen Clymer
na'v and white spring Pastels
twenty years ago.
wire shown at the recent
DEAR CONCERNED: Are you concerned for your
They are the parents of eight children who are Mrs. Odell
European fashion collections.
grandson or for yourself' I don't recommend pursuing year
(Gladys Marie) Jarrett of Murray Route Five, Mrs. Loyd C.
MAYFIELD, PATIENT
be
cannot
grandma
makeup
your
of
custody
flashy
and
gaining
for
chances
Your
Ugly
scheme.
"The
A.A. Milne's
(Pauline) Hardy of Lombarb, Ill_ Franklin and Thomas Cain of
white It
Arie Vance of Murray Route
are small, and should you lose, your daughter would probato Duckling," a one-act comedy, worn with pastels or
Memphis, Tenn., James Howe Cam of Berea, C.E. Cain, Jr., of
makeup all
Two was dismissed February
let you see him again.
bly
was presented at the February will be toned-down
Murray, Mrs. Richard Mary Sue of Albany, hid., and Mrs.
way. the sofest worn in a
the
24, from the Community
DepartSigma
meeting of the
of
They
Lou)
Mayfield.
have
grandGeorge
(Evy
twenty-nine
long time
Hospital, Mayfield.
is a nice guy, but he has
husband
My
ment of the Murray Woman's
ABBY:
DEAR
children_
"Being attractive in any era,
Club by students of the Murray however. is knowing how to
lousy grammar. My problem is that my oldest child is in
High speech department.
the first grade, and even tho I've corrected her when she
keep it subtle It is a question ot
talks like her father, she has picked up some of his bad
The cast included Johnny common sense -- you wouldn't
habits
Cannon, Scott Willis, Lezlee wear a flowered hat when you
I hate to hurt my husband's feelings by correcting HIM
Bartholomy, Barbara Kemper. play tennis Why would you
BIHLMAN BOY
in front of the kid, but if I don't, I'm afraid she will sound
JIMA' Jones, Larry Robinson, wear a floral perfume when you
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dennis
like he does, which is pretty bad I would appreciate your
and Martha McKinney, who engage in sports"
Bihlman of Gary, Ind., are the
STUCK MOMMY
advice.
performed ender the direction
Advertising will stress the
parents of a baby boy, Robert
ofMan Delheer, co-sponsor of outdoor look, she said, showt
Dennis IL weighing five pounds
correcting HER, and don't worKeep
MOMMY:
DEAR
the speech activities. The play a photograph of a -fresh air
five ounces, born on Monday,
husband. The good Lord seems to look after
your
about
ry
was introduced by Ken Grogan. girl'• in a turtleneck sweater
February 12, at the Mercy
children in such circumstances. How else caw we expiate
•
In the brief business session and pirate- Hospital, Gary, Ind.
by parents with -lotisr*
homes
hi
reared
were
who
those
Wearing a red felt brimmed
which followed, Mrs. James
The new mother is the former
beautifully',
spiel&
but
grammar
Frank, vice-chairman presided hat and red dress - "always
Jeanie Parker, daughter of
the
at
green
of
touch
a
wear
in the basence of the chairman,
Mrs. Virginia Parker of Gary.
- Mrs
DEAR ABBY. You had a letter in your column from a
Mrs. Clegg Austin, and in- eyelids with red"
and the late Fred Parker
Ind.,
for
respect
had
he
said
He
mother.
own
unwed
an
her
explained
man who met
troduced eight new members of Lauder
of Murray, and granddaughter
courage, and in his letter I found hope
and
honesty
her
skin
unlined
the department: Mesdames Ed
of Mrs. Nora Dodd of Murray
"Women worry about what to
At this moment I am it years old, pregnant, and unCarroll, Eugene Diamont,
Route Five.
put on their skins, but then they
married My boy friend, also 18, pledged his undying love
Larry Contri, Gene Hendon,
Paternal grandparents of the
5'; do cron, 35". cotton
diet which helps lose the
for me and told me if he got me pregnant, he would marry
100% polyester, blouse
A large & varied selection dotted swiss. Permanent
Jerry Hopkins, John Lyons, elasticity of the skin I believe
new baby are L.E. Ullman and
me He was the first and only man who ever touched me,
crepe, :45weight
Dacron
antique
satin,
of
8.
Dean Poston, and Don Rogers. one pat of butter (for vitamin A
wash
machine
press
the late Mrs. Bihlman, and
and we planned to be married in a year
wide and on bolts. Mo•
sheers, and floral prints. dry, no iron. 45" wide.
Hostesses for the meeting is necessary each day to keep
grandmothers
great
paternal
one
found
he
pregnant,
was
I
him
told
1
when
Well,
chine wash and dry,
45-54" wide in drapery Dots on white and passerved coffee and cherry tarts the skin and body correct, and I
are Mrs. Agnes BittLrnan and
reason after another to postpone our marriage. Then he
wrinkle resistant.
and
lengths.
milit•
at the conclusion of the meeting. always fortify myself by eating
end
of
all
Mrs Petronella Dennis,
tel grounds
said he wasn't sure he was the father, and he stopped
splashy prints.
Bold,
G.T.
1
Mesdames
were
and
They
something at n o'clock
Gary, Ind,
dots on colored grounds.
calling and coming to see me. Now he's seeing another girl
A wide selectiee o f
for
79
Originally
cants
favorite
Lilly, Fred Wells, Bailey Gore, o'clock and by resting during
la
Always
baby
the
have
but
anything
do
I'm too far .along to
white, and Wo'fel
and Thomas Hopkins.
the day "
dr
and
blouses
now, but thank God my family is standing by me. I am
colors.
NOW DISMISSED
IN THE PINK
praying for a healthy baby and I hope some day I'll meet a
Mrs. James C. Hart of
To look "in the pink" she rubs
1 99
man who won't hold this mistake against me.
in
face
her
Murray
over
all
was
tint
recently
cream
in
are
they
who
think.
girls
other
warn
plea.e
Abby,
d
that
Y
the 'Morning, but advises
discharged from Wettern
love to tell the boy that real love is protecting the girl and
women should experiment to
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
her
for
caring
find their own beauty regimen
after
having
undergone
my.
see
to
want
don't
don't want child support, and I
and . get more mileage out of
cery,
boy'fiendpuntehed Ncnv I- ean see him.for what he really
their - beauty' product In:
is, and I want nothing more to do with him. After I have
She illustrated
vestment
the baby I plan to finish my education and start a new life
showing how two lipsticks can
far
—
from here.
strawberry
and
copper
The Executive Officers of the
provide a
I never thought this could happen to me. If you think it
Murray Middle School Parent- be used together to
will help some other girl, you may print this, but sign it
met third color
Teacher Association
. SHATTERED DREAMS
It gives a women a sense of
Monday, February 26, at the
to be admired so the).
security
Middle School.
DEAR SHATTERED: flank you for telling your story
should look pretty even when
Easy care polyester 60" wide, machine wash
Thoee attending were Robert
I'm sure your letter will be read ad remembered 11‘
go to the grocery store,"
they
dry, perma press no iron. All the stitches
and
Eli
Mrs.
Glin Jeffrey, principal,
many. God bless you and good luck.
she observed_
you want for your new spring wardrobe-pont!
Alexander, president, Mrs
be
A fast pick-up mask may
de romo, locoste, yarn-dyed, jacquards, toneviceHudspeth,
Lewis
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest.
useful, occasionally, because
on•ton•s, fancy overlays, prints in pastels,
president, Mrs. Max Brandon, "it can do for the face what
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box Ne. MSC L. A..
whites, brights, narys and all of this spring's
vice-president, Mrs. W.B. exercise does for the body," she
Calif. asses Keane stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Originally to 13.99
fashion favorites.
McCuiston, treasurer, and Mrs. explained
piease.
Willie F Jackson, publicity
Fifteen years ago she inchairman.
troduced a milk bath, and she
EMBROIDERED
The officers reviewed the has an iced-milk pack that is
work and money spent for the popular, but as for other
Middle School. The following Organic cosmetics, she doesn't
All
items have been purchased this really see the need
100e acrylic crepe, 45"
screen
cotton,
100'0
year: Band Uniforms $150; cosmetics should be good
wide, machine wosh ri
printed pique. 45" wide
duplicator $322.58; stage enough to eat. Lipsticks are
dry.
Bold,
splashy Beautiful pieces, ideal for
and machine wash & dry.
decorations, $50; Christmas colored with vegetable dyesMr. and Mrs. Cary Rose of 214
blouses.
prints, great for blou sas, Pinafores and
the government doesn't permit
prints.
Bold* splashy
treats $82.54
fashevery
label
Chic-the
South 12th Street, Murray,
Also on bolts 45" wide, 50
dr
, and robes, too
chemical dyes anyway, she
for
cottons
Textured
ionable woman seeks-is often
$200
of
Future plans consist
per cent Cotton, 50 per cent
explained
New
spring
equated with an extensive, celebrated their golden wedding
pastels
an
,
dr
blou ses,
Howexpensive wardrobe.
anniversary with a family
toward the purchase of a food
Sew & save with fabrics Polyester, Perm Press.
And for those who are trying
luxury
true
A
pantsuits.
can
you
newest
ever, the
dinner and reception on Sunday,
from F abti fi e.
mixer for the lunchroom and to feed their own skins —
fabric.
achieve the totally personal
February 25.
$225 for two sets of encylopedia.
"A person might experiment
look of chic, even on a budgTeacher
et, by using a little fashion
$ 1 99
Plans were made for
The reception for family
by putting lard or chicken fat on
°'$2'
know-how.
Appreication Week which will her skin, but she should know
members only was held at the
$299
YD
Yd
LIale price
How to be this new you for
what the skin will absorb," she
home of their only daughter,
I Yd.
be April 15-21.
70's? Wear clothes to enthe
avocado
the
of
of
"Oil
meeting
commented
ANF
The last
Mrs. Holmes(Sue) Dunn, at 212
hance - not hide - your figure Apply make-up to tone
Murray Middle School PTA Will may be used, but the whole fruit
South 12th Street, Murray. on
- not mask - your skin. Sunday afteinouri. Punch and
be held March 22, at seven p.m. is of no benefit to the lace."
Whenever you're in doubt
cake were served to members
ahout a new look, forget it and
stay with the basics. }'ads are
of the families of Mr and
not for the lady of fashion on
Mrs. Rose.
a budget.
Prior to the reception Mr and
The same goes for your
10OO cottons,
Cotton and Poly Blends, .
diet. A glowing complexion
Mrs. Rose with their daughter
45- wide and all machine wash and dry.
Saturday, March 3
and well-proportioned figure
Perina press never iron. Dressy weights,
are too preciMis to be sub- and family, Mr. and Mrs Dunn
Legion
American
The
and
sons,
Mrs.
Rose's
sister,
sheers, duck sport weights in the very
Stick
fad.
latest
the
jected
to
Auxiliary will have a rummage
to the basic four food groups Mrs. Lola Holland and her
best pott•rns, Fcritostic s•lection of
sale at the Legion Hall, South
for proper nutrition. Rememdaughter, Mrs. Benita Morris,
arid patterns. Select all your
colors
from
Streets,
the
milk
provides
that
ber
Maple
and
6th
, blouses,
spring and summer dr
protein for energy; vitamins both of Flora, 111., had dinner at
seven a.m. to one p.m. Persons
and minerals for a glowing the Triangle Inn.
pants, shorts and al oy woof nowt
having items for the sale should
hair
and
shining
complexion
Mr. and Mrs. Rose were
Think of milk as a body
bring them on Friday night.
married February 27, 1923, in
beautifier and make it a
basic part of your daily diet. Calloway County. Their atChoose your basic wardSunday, March 4
tendants were Boyce Jones and
robe with the thought that it his wife, the former Arko
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E.
is a long-term investment.
Rowland, will be honored with
When you buy a new dress, Outland, now of Paducah, who
an open house in celebration of
consider the cost &pima the celebrated their golden wedding
number' of times it can be
their golden wedding ananniversary in 1971.
worn. A $100 basic black
niversary at the home of a son,
Mrs. Rose, the former Lucy
dress worn ten times is less
Clyde Rowland, U.S. HighWII.T. expensive thaa a $25 dimes Jones, is the daughter of the late
worn twice. The basic black
641 North,from two to five p.m.
Lonnie and Lena Jones. Mr.
UDY GARLAND• FRANK 1•FORGAP
dress is chic. A change of
Rose is the son of the late Joe IAK BCFI.GE R BERT LAHR • AGA HALF
jewelry, scarves, belts, acces47Fhway 641 S.
LON,
,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cain will
and Kate Rose. They attend the FroFtrald 5,NAN"
sories, gives the drela 'a
new and different personality Seventh and Poplar Church of 1•••N•11 et
F Wr•••••,g
celebrate their 45th wedding
•_•
every time you wear it. Being
TEMPORARY HOURS:
anniversary with an open house
Christ. They have one daughter, USINCItilrININII or wows
chic is easy and inexpensive
MGM( MIMI
at the home of their youngest'. when you combine basic
Mrs. Dunn, and three grandMon.-Wed.-9-6; Thurs.-Sat. 9-9; SUNDAY 12:30-6
/lot I/ A•CAd
son at 402 South 6th Street, fashion with basic diet and
•
sons, Ronnie. Randy, and Roger allaM1111111111111
.1
let
the
New
you
shine
through.
p.m.
five
to
two
from
Murray,
Dunn.
By V IVAN BROWN
AP Newsteatures Writer
In 1973 you can walk into a
party in your 1972 dress and it
will be a whole new fashion
look" predicts vivacious. blonde
is
who
Lauder,
Estee
celebrating her 26th year in the
beauty business
A beautiful social entrance
will reflect the conversational
ecological
themes cif the day
and environmental A glowing
face, unteased hair and a serene
natu alness are all part of it.
"But," she added, "'men do
not look at dresses, anyway:
they look at faces"
PAMPERING OUT
"Fashion is changing faster
in makeup than in clothes We
must think in a contemporary
way of five-minute makeups
that are applied in the morning

Chances of gaining
custody of grAndson slim

'Murray Students
'Present Program
-For Sigma Group

3
FT-

THS

FABRIC 55fi
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Faith Doran
Has Regular
At Roberts' I
The Faith Doran
United Church Wc
First Church met i
home of Mrs. Ver
on Tuesday, Febru
the chairman, Mrs.
presiding.
Mrs. Mettle Part
devotional reading
4:1-15 stressing the
love and power it
lives.
Vernon
Mrs.
assisted by Mr
Vaughn, gave t.1
using 'Jesus and
Disciples" as th
They named all of
and gave a brief re
man and their c
service to Jesik
enemies as a mob
in on him, and
begin moving out I
alone. The leader!
dim shadows win
lesser, and only
remained but not
before the night I
had thrice denied
As the leaders
disciple and gave t
Mrs. Vaughn light
During the bus
reports were gi'
various chairmi
minutes and roll ci
by the secretary,
.4. Sammons. Mrs.
read a thank you n(
_ Andy Rhodes fo
thii
during
bereavement. N
Crawford orally
circle for Bowen
hospital stay.
At the cenclui
program refresh
served by Mrs.
Miss Meadow He
to the twelve mem

DOTTED

DRAPERY

39'

Executive Officers
Of Murray Middle
School PTA Meet

SWISS

POLYESTER

CREPE

$ 1 69

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE e
KNITS 4P

Mr. & Mrs. Rose
Celebrate Golden
Anniversary Sunday

SCREEN
PRINTED

ACRYLIC
CREPE

PRINTS

EYELET

PIQUE

$1

EASY CARE PERMA PRESS

cRnrir
ans3

Trght

The

Vrticl

Raspberry

•••••

COTTON PRINTS

Values to'1:29

Isabrific

FABRIC CENTERS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

TO KEEP ca
careful atten
vacuuming at

More than any
home furnishini
subjected to the
and tear
The old masin
prevention is wo
cure" is especia'
when applied a
Here are some
experts at Arms
help maximize
beauty of your
First, invest
quality carpet y
Even though it c
initially, you'll
service and easil
in the long run
best to stick w
national brands,

Wm. Hari

Candid;

Magi

To the voter,
district /who
fectluici
frillnEfelgt PIMP gl
W,Hr. (Harvey:
married to.

virginia Lyles
rinr end stirs

We have two
and Loman Br
I was born
the north side
but am equal',
serving the 14
district.
I have been
the Airco Alloy
Plant at Calve
past 17 years,

closing dawn
am now unem
i hope to s

personal;y but
consider this a
your vote
If elected

our tax mane
own communi

73

w
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Faith Doran Circle
Has Regular Meet
At Roberts' Home
The Faith Doran Circle of the
United Church Women of the
First Church met in the lovely
home of Mrs. Vernon Roberts
on Tuesday, February 20, with
the chairman, Mrs. Bun Swann,
presiding.
Mrs. Mettle Parker gave the
devotional reading from I John
4:1-15 stressing the meaning of
love and power it has in our
lives.
Roberts,
Vernon
Mrs.
assisted by Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, gave the program
using 'Jesus and His Twelve
Disciples" as their subject.
They named all of the disciples
and gave a brief resume of each
man and their devotion and
service to Jesus until His
enemies as a mob began closing
in on him, and all disciples
begin moving out leaving Jesus
alone. The leaders said in the
dim shadows was Judas, the
lesser, and only Simon Peter
remained but not for long for
before the night passed Peter
had thrice denied Christ.
As the leaders named each
disciple and gave his attributes,
Mrs. Vaughn lighted a candle.
During the business session
reports were given by the
various chairmen and the
minutes and roll call were read
by the secretary, Mrs. J. T.
Sammons. Mrs. Jack Wilcox
read a thank you note train Mrs.
Andy Rhodes for sympathy
recent
their
during
bereavement. Mrs. F. E.
Crawford orally thanked the
circle for flowers during her
hospital stay.
At the conclusion of the
program refreshments were
served by Mrs. Roberts and
Miss Meadow Huie, hostesses,
to the twelve members present.

March Wedding Planned

In London
Debra Jane Luther Miss Linda Hill and Joe Pat Hutson Are
Honored At Brunch Wed In Ceremony At South Pleasant Grove
Boutique
At The Clark Home
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Debra Jane
Luther, March bride-elect of
Rickey Dan Hill, was the
brunch held at the home of Mrs.
Charles Clark on South Sixteenth Street on Saturday,
February 10, at ten o'clock in
the morning.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Clark, Mrs.
Pete Hulse, Mrs. Buist Scott,
Mrs. Dan Hutson, and Mrs.
Charles Shuffett.
Miss Luther chose to
from her trousseau a grey and
rust plaid dress with butterfly
sleeves and wore a hostess*"
gift corsage of daisies.
Her mother, Mrs. Cal Luther,
was attired in a light
pantsuit with a corsage of white
daisies, gift of the hostesses.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a vegetable bowl
in her chosen pattern of china
The table was centered with a
Apcandelabrum.
silver
proximately thirty persons
attended the special prenuptial
occasion.

Out-Sparkles Couture
By JULIE FLINT
Associated Press Writer
Hardy
LONDON (AP)
Amies, dressmaker by appointment to Queen Elizabeth II,
opened London's spring-summer couture season today with
a suggestion that women be
more provocative in their evening dress
Provocative to Armes means
silk crepe de chine culottes and
bra tops -- with cover-up shirts
for the chilly and chaste -- and
sleeveless, waisted chiffons
plunging generously to the
waist at the bust and the back

wear

Amies' boutique collection
also featured-dark organzas --printed, embroidered, smocked
at the waist and frilled at the
sleeve
These less expensive dresses,
starting at around $240, out
sparkled the couture creations
at roughly double the price
The designer's evening couture was disappointingly old hat
There were black off-the-shoulder satins, spotted organzas and
taffetta, formal frills worn with
Mrs. Hutson, mother of the last year's spots, and the
groom, chose to wear a
burgundy and beige two piece
suit with matching accessories
and a corsage of white carnations.
The groom's grandmothers,
of
Hutson
Mrs.
David
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. R.
t Roney) Overcast of
D
Puryear. Tenn., were attired in
navy blue ensembles with navy
accessones and corsages of
white carnations.
After the ceremony the couple
left for a short wedding trip and
are now at home at 833 Hurt
Drive, Murray.
(David HIS *eta

Miss Martha Jane Gingles

Mrs. Ruth Weston
Announcement of the engagement of Miss Martha Jane Gingko
to Glen Duane Verner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Afton Verner of Stone , Gives Program At
Mountain, Ga., has been made by her mother, Mrs. Ralph Ginglea
of Nashville, Term
Circle I Meeting
March 31.
will take place on
The wedding
Saturday,
Miss Guigles, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles of
Kirksey and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry Suiter of Murray, was
graduated from David Lipscomb High School and received a B.S.
degree frm David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn., where she
was a member of Delta Sigma Sorority.
Mr. Verner, grandson of Mrs. Alfred J. Bell and the late Mr.
Bell and of Mrs. Thomas E. Verner and the late Mr. Verner, all of
Meadow, Texas, was graduated from Avondale High School and
received a B.A. degree from David Lipscomb College where he
was a member of Delta Nu and Alpha Kappa Psi fraternities. He
is employed by Learning Laboratories of Atlanta, Ga.

TO KEEP carpets at their best requires
careful attention and upkeep Regular
vacuuming and prompt stain removal is

important to get maximum wear from your
carpet

Correct Carpet Care Calls
For "Ounce Of Prevention"
More than any other item of with an established local generate electrical charges and
this static electricity lessens as
home furnishings, carpet is retailer
Routine carpet "sweeping" is a carpet is trafficked It can be
subjected to the greatest wear
usually all that's needed to keep minimized by introducing
and tear
The old maxim "an ounce of carpet colors fresh and bright. moisture into the air
Made , moths. and carpet
prevention is aorth a pound of soft and luxurious The obnoncure" is especially appropriate jective of regular vacuuming is beetles are virtuall
to remove loose soil before it cecistant in the new man made
when applied to carpet care
Here are some tips from the can penetrate into the pile fibers, and carpet today is more
experts at Arrostrong that can Heavy-duty (-leaning should he fade-resistant than ever Athelp maximize the life and done at least once a week to mostpheric dust, however, such
remove imbedded soil, while as grease-laden particles from
beauty of your carpets
First, invest in the best light vacuuming is necessary the kitchen that cling to carpet
only two or three times per fibers, may be deposited on the
quality carpet you can afford
surface of your carpet over a
Even though it costs a bit more week, depending on traffic
Prompt stain reni..- al is icing period of time, causing a
initially. you'll derive longer
service and easier maintenance important First, being able to dulling appearance Due to the
in the long run As a rule, it's identify the stain makes large area usually involved, a
best to stick with well known removal with a cleaning agent a professional cleaner can do a
to more thorough Job than you
national brands. and deal only simple matter It is critical
could of restoring the original
then
a
rub
and
not
spill
blot
treat the area with the proper beauty of your carpet
Since the pile of your carpet
solvent If the stain cannot he
or
dented
becOme
identified, a professional rug can
cleaner should he called for depressed with the weight of
heavy pieces of furniture, it's a
advice or service
Walk ,-ff mats should be used 400d/idea to move your furat all entrances Io absorb ex- niture a few inches or so or
and give the carpet a
cessive soil and moisture. The
To the voters of the fourth
diShir-t ayno are not per
use pf a ood pad,..particklarly rest. If dents or depressions do
KetelFe- aciatriliewese with ant,
.'sta'rw..yc (Where dosible occur,/use furniture glides or
ovifirrno son ra
cups on the legs of heavy pieces,
W,14:-(HarveYi Brown I am_ 'effirlitanet-is_ hitt/Sr-revel
rrrerried to the former
al-emit-if:. net only will add and useti steam iron held a few
Virginii Lyles, daughter of
colisiderabiy•lowearability but inches-above the carpet so the
Mr and Mrs Weldon Lyles
will give tweet.- resilience tma sb•ani will revive the pile, and
We have two sons Charles
then brush up the dent
and Loman Brown
derfoot.
I was born and reared on
•
the north side of the county,
Every new carpet will shed to
but am equally interested in
some exklit. Do not consider
serving the piople of all the
district
this to be a Carpet defect
I have been employed with
Shedding represents the loss of
the Airco Alloy's and Carbide
Crush dill seed and sprinPlant at Calvert City for the
only a small fraction of the
kle on fish before broiling.
the
to
due
but
years,
17
past
carpet pile and will disappear
Add wholardill seed to crumb
closing dawn g! the plant i
within-a- -few--weeks- after in- - topping for scalloped fish; am now unemployed
i hope to see each voter
stallation.
egg Or cheese 'dishes for
personally but if I fail please
loose ends or ifsproutsInteresting flavor. Dill weed
If
consider this as my plea for
is bright green. Its flavor is
extend above the rest of the pile.
your vote
more delicate, more subtle.
clip them off even with the pile
If elected I hope to bring
Use it in creamed dishes,
our tax money back to our
surface. Never trylo pull them
own community
fish loaf, stuffed eggs and
null
fish balls.
Friction of shoes may

Wm. Harry Brown
Candidate for
Magistrate

Use Dill Often

Collection

Mr and Mrs Joe Pat Hutson

The marriage of Miss Linda
Rill and Joe Pat Hutson was
solemnized in an impressive
Leremony at the South Pleasant
Circle 1 of the United Grove United Methodist Chruch
Methodist Women of the First with Rev. A. H. McLeod ofChurch met Tuesday, February ficiating at the double ring
20, at two o'clock in the af- ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
ternoon at the social hall.
Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman, Mrs. W. H.(Ben) Hill arid the
presided and opened the late Mr. Hill. The groom is the
meeting with prayer. The son of Mr and Mrs. Garland
business session followed with Hutson.
A program of nuptial music
the minutes and roll call by the
secretary, Mrs Robert Smith, was presented by Mrs. Billy
and the treasurer's report and Carroll.
Bride's Dress
sick and shut-Ms report being
The bride, escorted by her
given by Mrs. Carl Reivieusd.
The general meeting was uncle, Tom Scruggs, was given
reported by Mrs. Ford. En- in marriage by her mother and
HOSPITAL PATIENT
velopes for prayer and self- her uncle Her floor length gown
Mrs. Homer Wicker of'
denial offering were distributer: ii buccaneer crepe featured a Murray was recently dismissed
with 11111 'Bering to be brough: *Heat* spray of iridescent from
Hospital,
Lourdes
to the Mardi meeting.
sequins and tiny seed pearls Paducah.
Mrs. Ruth Weston Wa, adorning the neckline. The
program leader and used as her ' bishop sleeves had cuffs of a
ftp
topic, -The World To Which wide band with tiny seed pearls
PATIENT RECENTLY
Jesus Caine"
and pearl buttons. The empire
Mrs Milton Jones has been a
During the social hour waistline with the flowing skirt
refreshments were served by were adorned with lace and patient at the Western Baptist
the hostesses, Mrs. Julius seed pearls with the skirt Hospital, Paducah
Sharpe, Mrs. Mallet Dunn, and sweeping into a graceful chapel
Mrs. Connie Ford, to the tram.
fourteen members present.
Her French tulle veil was
trimmed in illusion and tiny
-t-psswir -which
shoulders. She carried an orchid with satin and pearl
streamers tied in the traditional
love Ithar
Mrs Larry McCiain, sister of
the bride, was her matron of
honor. She wore a floor length
art inal Sylvia Anne own of a
Mrs. Curtice Cook ripened her beige chiffon flowing skirt
home for the February meeting overlaying taffeta with a scarlet
Concord
New
of the
bed chiffon and crepe bodice.
Homemakers Club with the Her Juliet sleeves were adorned
president, Mrs. Charlie Stub- in lace and ribbon She carried a
blefield presiding.
's
scarlet red cymbidium bouquet
B
The devotion was given by adorned with the traditional
Polyester
slee
long
cotton
Boy's
Mrs. Pete Hughes who read streamers in love knots.
and
from Acts 9:36 with the group
Serving the groom as best
Reg 3.99 Sale 81.gg
repeating -The Lord's Prayer" man was Tim S,-ruggs, cousin
thought:
In unison. She gave the
of the bride.
Table boy's
•
"God grant me the power to
For her daughter's wedding
699
meet my task of life sublime. To
Mrs. Hill chose to wear a deep
9
oket: s
sizeVsalbui7s
odd
of
gift
wisely use the greatest
pink dress with matching acesi
Penna-Pr
Boys
all—the gift of time. Time to
Sale One. Group
cessories and a corsage of pink
.
eg
R
laugh often, be of service and be
s roken
carnations
Reg. 6.99
brave and kind."
le Boy's
One
/
Re
Men's White
Mrs. T.R. Edwards read the
B
Lots
odd
minutes and called the roll with
quoting
member
each
something from Abraham
Shorts,
Lincoln or George Washington
riefs.T-Shirts and VF-St

traditional ballgovins that demand stately bosoms and irongray hair
Amies' day wear, however,
was a shot in the arm for couture.
He showed simple, splendidly
tailored shirtwaists and blazers, hip-pleated dresses and
jackets, suits and print blouses
in navy, navy and brown, brown
and cream
His chalky pinks and blues
looked better last year The
combinations of stripes and
checks di too
terials were flan
Favort
nels and s ks, fine gabardines
and' wool hopsacks, printed
wools and silk-wool blends.
Coats were cut slim and easy
for city wear, often with elaborate back pleats.
But there were cries of "Oh!
Lovely" when the designer paraded his moluiirs
These were large and soft in
pink and blue, orange and green
checks, wrapped-around and
belted, and worn with printed
dresses in similar but sharper
shades.
About $670 for the coat, and
$515 for the dress.

;-=

Mrs. Curtice Cook
Hostess For Meet
New Concord Club

oy
e

shirb
ri;le iaiki;*1..... Sleeve *.%Cone
Jeans
Shoes
Knit Shirts le.4
Casual Pants

.$1.88

8/..%1.
ma's--wy.ii;4;s

Sizes

Underwear

The lesson on "Foreign
Foods" was presented by Mrs.
Walter Michael and Mrs. By
Robert Taylor. They prepared
Barbara Jewell
and served a Mexican dinner of
BEWITCHING
FLOWER
tamale pie and a taco dish.
were
pickles
Nuts, olives, and
The flower known as Great
also served. The leaders used St. John's-Wort is a bewitching
the blender to liquify the plant . . that is if you believe
are
beverage. The cupcakes were the superstitious stories that
told abo:0 the flower. Accorddecorated in the Valentine's ing
olden
to tales told in the
Day motif. Cold drinks and days, witches and fairies drew
served.
their magic powers from this
Coffee were
normally
Mrs. Ralph Wilson gave the wild flower which
blooms around St. John's day.
blessing preceding the meal.
naturally
This flower grows
After the meal Mrs. Taylor In the Northwestern section of
each
United States,:and as far
the
Mrs. Michael
and
as Peqnsylvania.
separately discussed the habits, Eastward
Growing to heightrof upwards
the
of
customs
and
foods,
to five feet, the plant produces
Mexican people including a lovely large golden flowers.
moist soil, the
very true melancholy story Since it requires -Wort
is most
Great St. John's
about a particular baby.
often seen along the banks of
until
decorated
The table was
streams
The time is always "right- to
mealtime with a huge and
...give. gift of flowers. Let us
beautiful sombrera.
serve your need's. Our flowers
Landscape notes were given are 'the freshest, available. No
and
by Mrs. Willie Smith
arrangement or, bouquet is too
complete
recreation was conducted by small. We give out
to every order..
attention
Lovins.
Mrs. Rainey
Twelve members were,.
visitors
present along with
who were Mrs. 011ie Ball, Mrs.
Carl Swisher, Mrs. Ralph
12th at Poplar St.
Wilson, and Mrs. Jack Rice,
7534100
whr were all welcomed as new
rnt mbers of the club.

Shoppz

Dusters '4.99 to '7.99
New Shipment Double Knit
thru 42

Slacks si7es 3
New Shipment

Smock Tops
3.9s 111.29 5.99-'7.994.99
:
1.97
.88 One Rack

5.88 Shirts

Handkerchiefs

Ladies
New Shipment ladies

izes 18
Jeans & Slacks sthru
Reg. 7.99 Sale s4,00
Reg_ 9.99 Sale i5.00
One Table

floe Table short sleeve

Jeans

Sport Shirts

Slacks
150

$a act
Asst. Colors
Reg. 4.99 Sale
-•"^i
Reg. 6.99
Selection boy's
Good
Ref. 4.99 1.1P.
Reg, 3.99 Sale 7
.00
(41e table Men's
Reg. 3.49 Sale 11.75
by Hanes, sizes 2 thru 18
sate
Reg. 2.99 Sale
New shipment Light Weight
Reg. 17.99
One Rack Boy's
poplin and denim
Reg. 14.99
and Girl's
sites 6 thru 18
Reg. 14.00 /11.20

Briefs & 1-Shirts

Knit Pants

1130

'14.39
111.99 Jackets

NYLON JACKETS

Men's Colored
with pockets
Med. Large and
X-large. by Hanes

with hoods, sizes
12 month thru 14 year

1-Shirts
Sin.

For Girls

SCOOTER SKIRTS,
NATE
JEANS, SLACKS, SHORTS, TOPS TO COORDI
.lust received Children's

Spring & Summer Sportswear

.........
...

KMAN
SETTLE-WOR
Street

306 Main
Lay-Away
Shop 3 Ways — Cash, Chars',

•-,

VO

•••••••

s

•
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WASHINGTON, D.C.,-"Lead Poisoning Could Strike
Your Child," a new public
service film depicting the
causes and prevention of lead
paint poisoning in children, is
being released by Allied International Films, Ltd. _
Produced in cooperation with
the National Paint and Coatings
(NPCA),
Association
Washington, D.C., the film is
designed for use in "community
awareness" programs conducted to alleviate this
problem. Each year, thousands

•

y

A HELPING HAND—Nancy Copien, the reigniag Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Queen. arranges Deidra Henley's hair. Miss
Henley, a freshman from Louisville, will represent Murray State
University in this )ear's festival May 24-26 at Pineville. Mims
('oplen is a junior from Ma)iield.
1Photo by Wilson W. Woolley)

WOMEN Deidra Henley
oil Wheels To Represent

rnav cause a

blowout.
The best
way to tell
when a tire
should be replaced is to
check for
tread wear
Tread wear
indica,
tors are on most tires to
assist you.
These indicators are located in the bottom of the
tread grooves and appear as
warning bands L2 inch wide
across the tread when there
y 1/16th inch of tread
as
left
When you gee the indicators in two or more adjacent jritoves, the tire should
; be replaced.
tread wear may
1 Exceasive
he caused by overinflation
and undennflation. Commit
, your owner's manual for correct tire pressures
To insure uniform wear on
t
1- all S tires including the
spare, have the tires rotated
1 in the sequence described in
j your owner's manual. They
. should be rotated at least
, every 8.000 miles

le
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1
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Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
MI MI NI

Home
Permanents

SHAMPOO
Choice of Regular, Dry
or Oily Hair.
7-oz.
Bottle

Reg.
5 1.39

76

$1

r-

$287

$287
NN.

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
Kills germs that

The effective aid to natural-like sleep
32 Tablets

Reg. '1.98

Reg. '2.00

NANCY

LA2
HOL
AN

20%

1

Off

ROOF COATING & MOBILE
HOME TOPS

$1"

Prices
From

WALL
PAINT
INSIDE LATEX

aa
er".1

$ '1 99

•••••••.•
1,1.••••

•

gallon

gallon
\114"listes,...100.1

QUICK-WAY

7" PAINT

20 FOOT ALUMINUM

I CAN'T
STAND
LAZY
BOYS

•Many Colors
to Choose From

MASTER-KOTE

$329
Reg. 14.27

2-12
/
61

26
/
31

2-3
/
sizes 101

NEW LIFE
FIBERED - ASPHALT
ALUMINIZED

75 Watt
r Reg, Bulb Size

TENNIS SHOES

7-14

Quart bottle 32 az

BLACK
LIGHT
BULBS

11111111111

Sias Se(

cause bad breath

Reg. $1
52.49

MEN'S & BOYS

GIRLS

SLACKS

- -4
SOMINEX somino

Z. RIFA LI
TFlE NE

Values to '5.50

"SPECIAL PURCHASE"

59't

Sale

3-,

•Flare & Straight Leg
Styles

09

Family Size 694-01. Tube

Reg. '1.13

r Sizes 8-18
r Assorted Styles

-PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE

Pe spdent

JEANS

•All First Quality

)9. -.•

Reg. '2.29

new,

•

.Values to 17.95

"The time-controlled Permanent".
Choice of Super Regular or Gentle.

C

YOU MEAN
NEY'VE
CiAAN&Et,
ALL
6I6N61

BOY'S

SLACKS

Toni

ALBERTO BALSAM

FOUND FIVE keys
Fairview Acres
Owner can have
and paying for ad
3194

BEATLE BA

5O%°

MEN'S

HigiTAA —a- 641 MURRA)

Public Relations
Notebook

; First impressions carry a lot pressions may be formed by
'of weight whether many of us the way a person dresses and
I realize it or not. Practically looks or the good manners
he
'every day, each of us has a and moral bearing which
chance to make a first "real" poasesses.
Whatever the means of imimpression on someone. ti is
pression, for most persons, it
the impression a person
leaves of himself with others is the first conscious im'which determines to a great pression of • person which
1 extent a successful or un- sticks. A had first impression
successful human relationship may be overcome, but the first
i
image is likely to always
pattern
remain.
Even in small towns and
A college professor once
communities where a person
sees the same people day after confessed that he subday and year after year..first consciously formed an opinion
of • student on the basis of
impressions are still made
People whom you have known the first test that a student
took under him. He found it
for as long as you can rememvery hard to change this
ber suddenly make an imeven though the
opinion
may
impression
pression. The
.be good or bad, but it's an im- student's work afterwards
r
was quite different
:presaion. It's the good imWhen a student finishes
pressions in which we are inhigh school or college and
terested.
goes out for a job, the o'ne
A person can sometimes
thing bearing dn his or her
. just use certain words which
mind when they go for an in• will impress a listener. Or a
terview is the desire to make
person may go out of his way
a good impression. Not
to "prepare" to try and imthe
necessarily in ability to
press a certain person or
job. Employers are impressed
group of persons. It can be
by the way a person dresses,
done. It can also be overthe way he talks, the wily he
done. And, of course, some
looks and his general attitude
people simply do not care
in conversation.
whether they impress another
At times we try to impress
person or not and themselves
more than at other
people
imbe
to
are hardly desirious
times. The best rule to always
pressed.
follow, straight down the line,
It's human nature that all
is for a person to be himself.
pf us want to be impressive
personality is a
Developing
j, But the means of impressions
part of human relatiOnship,.
r an take'Many forms. It may
e
but the development•ahould
be a good deed to some perbe of a person's own -person. It may be something acand -not- one AA.is
sonalityr
an
award
• comptished such as
would be
false - which
j or election to a community
misleading and not reflect the
ej position. It may be through a
true person underneath.
promotion in work. Or im-

illbure
di o

Values to 57.95

S.

LOST& I (It

PUT
TO WI

Small MediumLarge & X Large
Sizes

All Flare Leg Styles

-11•111

siimagimg

Kowa-

87
$3

t

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

NI

Call
753-191

L()ST BLACK mintt
2 years old. Plc
/
131
5828 or 753-5052. Rev

Ladies

JEANS

aasv
•
se es II

311,141 xi1Iiii

dll

READ the
WANT
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MEN'S
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The 27kt minute, 16nun color
community groups, has been
hailed as one of the best of its film may be purchased from
Allied International Films,
kind available.
NPCA also releases lead paint Ltd., 6609 Crystal Springs Road
in- (P.O. Box K), Crystal Lake,
prevention
poisoning
formation in press releases and Illinois, 60014. Cost is $185 a
radio announcements to the print. Preview prints are
media in cities and com- available.
munities designated by the
Federal government as having
significiant lead poisoning
problems. Groups or companies
wishing sample copies of these
materials should contact the
Communications
NPCA
Division, 1500 Rhode Island
Avenue, NW., Washington, IX'.
20005.

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

IIi'
1II •....a-ma

I•0_

/ ff
O

Murray State
Detdra Henley, an 18-year-old
freshman nursing major from
Louisville, will represent
Murray State University in the
1973 Kentucky Mountain Laurel
Festival May 24-26, at Pineville
Miss Henley was chosen for
the honor by a special selection
by
appointed
committee
Murray State President Harry
M. Sparks with Dean of Women
Lillian Tate as its chairman.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrat
Winston Henley, 2943 Bon Air
Ave., Louisville, she is a 57",
green-eyed brunette, and was
one of 15 semifinalists in the
1972, Miss Murray State
Pageant in December
Miss Henley also was the
winner of the 1972 Jefferson
COI&Ity Jolene Mhos Pageant,
Ala was the third runnerup
the Kentucky Junior Miss
contest
She also is a freshman
cheerleader and a member of
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
at Murray State.
Miss Henley will be accompanied to the Mountain
Laurel Festival by Nancy
Coplen, the reigning Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Queen, and a
junior home economics major
at Murray State from Mayfield.

organization or government
agency in programs designed to
alleviate the lead poisoning
problem.
The film is part of NPCA's
ongoing program of public
education on lead poisoning.
Other NPCA materials include
a
paint poisoning
lead
prevention pamphlet, "Dear
Mom and Dad-Lead Poisoning is
a
Very Serious Sickness,"
released in 1972, and available
in both English and Spanish.
This
made
publication,
available to public health and

'0
1.:
11

1
.
•••
••
O M
E

1:11

nger to children eating old
paint and plaster in buildings
painted before 1940. Viewers
are taught how to recognize
lead poisoning symptons, where
to obtain medical treatment and
how to prevent lead paint
poisoning in the home. These
messages are dramatized in the
film by tracing the lead
poisoning problems of an innercity family and the help they
receive from local clinic and
hospital medical personnel and
housing officials. The film is
suitable for use by any private
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Tires and Driving Safely
Etaldnesa may be a mark
of distinction for a man
but not for tour tires. Bald
tires are unsafe. They can't
grip the road
Tires with worn treads are
prone to blowouts. In high
speed driving. tires heat up
rapidly Thin tires do not
dissipate heat easily, and
heat build-up

of children become potential
lead poisoning victims. Lead
poisoning is caused by the
accumulation of lead in the
body.
Although lead is introduced
into the environment, particularly the urban environment, in a number of
ways, one of the most
widespread sources is old white
lead interior paint. This paint,
made prior to World War II, is
still on the walls of many old
buildings.
This film emphasized the

IN
im NI • III
i • 1111-
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Lead Poisoning Prevention PublicIService Film Available
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50•
PUf
Al44

OUTSIDE

NEN

ROLLER & PAN SET

EXTENSION
LADDER

Reg. '1.17

HOUSE PAINT
• Many Colors to Choose From
BLONDIE

87'

Reg.
'26.99 $24
99
24"

• Bar-B-Q

Reg. '6.99
I• Ell

111111111M1111

$497

Compare At '3.99
3/8"x 50'

GARDEN HOSE

GRILL
Adjustable
Height

p

Compare At '2.99

$1 27

Uncle Jeff's has a complete line
of Pack Frames & Packing
Equipment at
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

LET'S BE

98
$2
gallon

EsTRAvAGANT
TONIGHT DEAR,
AND EAT-

our

C..S-Wahd,ifzealtg

WONDER TROLL

TROLLING MOTOR

Iij

r Model 606
r 3 speed Hi Med Low Forward
& Reverse r 6 or 12 Volt Batte
Compare at

THE PHAN
THE NIGHT WATCH
MAN WAS SHOT WI
THIS .38 BURET

$5997

69.95
This Weekend Only!!
as

••••••-g••••••MOO NIIIII• 111111 • 111
•
0•11•10111111•
w•N
NENN•••••••11111silimmm•N11111•1
lawless.
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Call
753-1916

Call

THE WANT ADS

WAY753-19l6

SHOP
irrgrIMEELMEIRMENSMIZEIZEINIIMMINEEMBIIIIIMEENIKERIENEMERS
I OST &FOUND

AUCTION SALE

FOUND FIVE keys on ring, in
Fairview Acres Subdivision.
Owner can have by identifying
and paying for ad. Phone 7533194.
M2C

LOST BLACK miniature Poodle,
1
2 years old. Please call 75313/
M3C
5828 or 753-5052, Reward.

AUtT1ON SALE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE, Saturday, FARM MACHINERY AuctiOn.
March 3, 10:00 a.m. 412 Memorial Saturday, March 3, 1973.
10:00
Drive, Paris, Tennessee at a.m. Joe Burkeen's Farm,
Lowe's Grocery. Nice stock of Junction of the Van Cleave Road
groceries, pottery, fishing tackle, and Highway 464. Items to be
racks, counters, scales, sheer, auctioned: 65 Massey Ferguson
freezer box, dairy box, drink box, Tractor, 4-14" 13otton Massey
and ice maker. Auctioneers; Ferguson Plow 13-Ft., Pickup
Shorty McBride-247 and James Massey Ferguson Disc., 2 Row
E. Travis-278.
M2C Cultivator, Michigan Holland,
Hon Highboy., 2 How tobacco
setter, 670 Electra Wagon, 7-ft.
side Winder Bush Hog, 12-Ft.
English Harrow, 1959 11
/
2 ton
Chevrolet truck. Tobacco sticks,
Tobacco scaffolds, Tractor Seed
Sower, 10 gal. Milk can, gas
burner, Emerson Son post hole
digger, and miscellaneous items.
Terms: Cash, Reason for Sale: Ill
Health. Needing some good
equipment-Here it is!!Not
responsible in case of accident
John Randolph Realty & Auction
Company 753-8382
YEP TNE 17;RECTIVE
CAME FROM AREA
elEADQUARTERS

$Ut

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU
BEATLE BAILEY
.

YOU MEAN
TNEYVE
CelANierED
ALL Tr4E
Gi6N57

.ditufe\

NOTICE

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
Auction. Saturday, March 3, 1973,
1:00 p.m. James R. Hargrove, 915
N. 18th, Murray. Items to be
auctioned include Kenmore
portable dishwasher, Philco
Washer, Kenmore dryer, Sears
gas range-excellent condition,
Console Color TV-record playerAM FM Radio, Black-white, TV,
Dining roam chest, Dinette set4
chairs. Single Bed, Dresser,
Chest, Rocker, Recliner, Table,
Nightstand, 6-Piece Bedroom
suite, Bookcase, desk, chair, 2
Antique
sewing
machines,
Garden Tiller, other items. Good,
clean sale. John Randolph Realty
& Auction Co.,753-8M2.
M2C

Folks, it is real easy to go to a
discount house, variety store -Orden
drug stores and mail order hotisesbutit-ifeasy te-get -service -ffew-thenV-You think you are getting a bargain,
but nothing is a bargain if you can't
get it repaired!
Buy From A Servicing Department!!
Before Buying, Shop and Compare
at

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center

LP,

NOTICE

Buying A Stereo or
Tape Player?

Phone 753-5865

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
Overlooking Beautiful Kontucky_Lake

WILL REOPEN
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
New Concord, Ky. Phone 436-54%

[r•'.

(:•,-]

At the Home of Joe E. Hargrove

NANCY

"WORLD'S LARGEST
AND FINEST CHAIN OF PANCAKE HOUSES"

New!
1 2 Mi. North
01 Murray
on U.S. 641

Now
Open!
,7)
."..
'PANCAKE
HOUSE

• DON'T -Be-SO
LAZY---CHOP A
HOLE IN THE ICE
AND FISH LIKE

•/, ITS
TIOUGH
WORK
CHOPPING
A BIG

42 Gourmet Pancake, Waffle and Omelet Plates...Plus a Full
Menu of Choice Char-Broiled Steaks, Delicious Sandwiches,
Fish Dinners. Chicken Platters and a Delightful Children's
Menu await your selection and pleasure at Perkins.
WELCOME TO PEFiK:Ni PANCAKE AND STEAK HOUSE
Early Bad Specials Served 6 AM. to 10 A.M.
Monday tint: Saturday
Please No Substitutions

CROCHET
WORKSHOP;
Friday, March 2. Two asssiona,
first session 9:00-12:00 noon,
seconci session 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Cost, 12.00 for the day, materials
furnished. Held at the Clara
Eagle 'Gallery, Fine Arta;
Building,
Murray
State
University.
M1C

10:00 a.m.

- LUNCH WILL BE SERVED
The following is a part,a1 list of items to be sold, Antiques-I
ViStrOlak (Old veprks gond). I 111015 door china cabinet, dining
room suite, glass top buffet, hat irons, trUnkl, Oval Ith3 tathe, two
quilt boxes, cedar chest, end tables, coffee tables. old Columbian
shotgun, high chair, doll buggy (wicker), bureau, 2 dresses 1
wicker rockers. C wicker chairs, corn Owner, shoe last kerosene
lamps, churns and dashers, milk cans, 1 very old wooden wash
tub, iron wash kettle with stand Many many more antiques and
other items that space doesn't allow to mention Machinery -2
wheel trailer. Allis-Chalmer Tractor, plow, disc, cultivator, 1
mowing machines. I lot of horse drawn equipment, 1 iron tire
farm wagon, 1 lot of tobacco sticks, 1 lot at garden tools, I lot of
galvanized ducts, I hay rake, fertilize spreader, 1 section harrow,
many more items Household Television, 1 iron beds with springs
and mattress, refrigerator, stove, deep freeze, I bedroom suite
(extra nice). quilts (sever•II, 1 old radios, 2 electric healers I
living room suite, 3 pressure cookers

Will Wright & Son Auction Co.
with Waldrop Real Estate

(

MAIML
50'THE 0A15le MILLI
PUPPV Cl)? 15
AWARDED -10 THE
OUT5TAHOtN6
NE1614BORHOOP
006 OF THE l(EAR_>

....„
4.)1447 MAKES ,rtYi THINK
YOU CAN ON ?

WANTED
Bricklayer Bid
On the repair of the
deteriorating brick at the
Tucker Rest Home. The
address is Highway 45,
Mayfield Ky The face of
the brick has deteriorated
and the brick will have to
be extracted and a new one
replaced. Please contact
Mary McClure or Loudean
Austin at 247-3259 for appointment.

0
0
t

The Catfish we Serve today
Slept last night in a Ky Lake
Bay
12.00 4 12.25
Here or Go
TRIANGLE INN
753 4953

I'M 50
CUTE

JOE
PRITCHETT,
for
magistrate for District 1. March

•

p
SI V V
••• V •
, VVVVVV.VP V
VI V •01
y
V V V V SI V ••• MI
•%

King's

BLONDIE
I'LL Meer YOU
CIOwN TOWN
p• AY THE
SAVOY RITZ
LI AT SIX

•--1 our

ic
.
71,AND IT'S CLOSE)
"TuE PLACE
WE'RE GoiNG Tr)

Center
)
•

0.11,
IS
4.1k
41.••
••• ,••
ON. OS •••• 0.4 ///••

••• ••• •••
1%
•/.0
41••
p• am,

$1

No.2

TWO
Cou r,tr, F reri Eins Any 'style
Served With
Two Buttermilk Pancakes
Whipped. Butter & Syrup
Coffee
No. 5

No.4
0%E. EGG ANY STYLE
SAUSAGE PATTY
7 wo Buttermilk Pancakes
Whopped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

Si

TWO
Country Fresh Eggs Any Style
Two Strips of Bacon
Country or Regular Toast
Coffee

No.6

Si

THREE
Buttermilt. P.ricakeS
One Sausage Patti
Whipped But ter.& Syrup
C t,

$1

PERK INS OWN
Golden Waffle
One Sausage Patty
Whipped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

COME SEE US!!

HEY GUYS!!
2 New Men's Stores In Murray

The Men's Store
and
The Factory Outlet

Opeitt4fg
Friday, March 2, 1973 - 9:00 a.m.

WANT TO BUY: 50 to 250 acres in
the immediate area of Kentucky
Lake. Write Route 3, Box 168,
M5C
Yorkville, Illinois 60560.
WANT Ti) BUY wicker furniture
of any type. Phone 753-7984. M6C

I.

THE PHANTOM
OUR
PAIRDIMAN,
Iva was
SHet WITH
THIS.45 BULLET
whAl DOES
TT PAEAN 7

THE MIGHT WATCH MAN WAS SNOT WITH

WANT TO BUY 1981 Pontiac
Tempest with automatic transmission. Phone 753-8531.
M6C
WANT TO BUY: used alto
sallaphone. Phone 753-5677. M3C

PEST CONTROL

-

No.3

WANT TO BUY

..4-•-•‘%•

nos .38 suiiEt•-

Den
))
Men's Clothing
)) APPRECIATION SALE
1
Southsidr, Shopp.no

)

..„/

Three Buttermilk Pancakes
Whipped Butter & Syrup
Orange Juice and Coffee

Located Beside Five Points Bar-B-Que on Coldwater Road

ft

-1.-L
L'Igrs ISE
EXTRAvAGANT
TONIGHT 'EAR,
AND Ear ,

$1

PERKINS FAMOUS

LaiiLvv4.=.1.4.543j

SATURDAY, MARCH 3rd

6 3.M. to 10 p.m.
Daily

PerkinsandPancake
Steak House

• Door Prize Friday Night
•
• toth the "Sun Rays"
•
a
•
••
•
a \aturday Night "Brent
&
•
• Sten-Say-Shuns"

3'.7 Miles Northeast of Farmington, Ky.

El 1J J

.9

NOTICE

No.1

BIG AUCTION SALE

n

NOTICE

t••••••••••••••
4111.4011111siMIRK

MAR( 11 i, 193

1,9 L3 LT13

FOR THE best in pelt control
service and termite control call"
Superior Exterminating ComMarch 27C
pany,753-7266.

* DRESS and CASUAL SLACKS
*46 DOZ. JEANS (Cuffs, Flares, Baggies)
*SPORT COATS *TIES
* BELTS
*DRESS and CASUAL KNIT SHIRTS*
Pick out a whole new wardrobe of famous name brands
in one stop at low outlet prices.
BE SURE TO COME BY TO REGISTER FOR THE
FREE MERCHANDISE TO BE GIVEN AWAY!!

New Merchandise Still Arriving

cis

die
PAGE TEN

Call
753-1916
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Ca
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•
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A nother
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
REAL MATE FOR SALE
,
plISIL.MhMIMILWINIMMMIMIILNLWWWWWW`11\4&.
VERY MODERN two or three
0
bedroom house, entirely new 0
oversize
new
Nice
inside.
garage, nice new patio, new
floors, new paneling, new walls,
iew ceilings, new linoleum, new
carpet, new electric wiring and
heating features, new plumbing,
pipes, and fixtures. Many closets.
Front drive. 1613 West Main, 753M3P
9288.

No Down Payment!.

e

For Approved Veterans all the way
t
; back through World War II. We are
not just talking, we're doing it at . . . •
t
FIFTY-TWO ACRES of. toed E
land, good crop allotment, nice E

I

BILL'S MOBILE HOMES

building sites, on Highway 94,
M5NC
East. Call 753-4091

E

3900 So. Beltline

E

Kentucky

I oft sAIF

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

r-7, T

By Owner

.11

PoSIT1ALY

IMPEACH
CHIEF
JUSTICE
BURGER

NO
SMOK I NG
ON 1HIS
-WAIN

4 Bedroom brick, 2 ceramic
baths, family room with
fireplace. Carpeted
throughout, central heat
and air, only 1 year old. 707
Goodman St. or Telephone
753-8668.

AJATRA

bes
NEW HOUSE
ready, al
e
kitchen. Lte

,

I'
4
Ik'

6di
41.
.,t7
1

04

THREE BEDROOM doublewide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
Homes, South &Wine Highway,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443M3C
6150

Paducah,
BY OWNER; four bedroom d
•
neigh-,
desirable
home, located in
INFORMATION
FOR
COLLECT
I
CALL
borhood on wooded lot. Many 2
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
desirable features; dining room, w
variety of pistols. Buy now while
#
room,$
family
large open foyer,
you can still get them at
111'WNII.111.‘i
&
110
••
.
aloaimi.wykm,
taseKeissiswwakw
upstairs,game room and work
prices. Country Boy
reasonable
area with outside entrance. Fully ,-Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
landscaped. Dead end street.
1 OR RENT
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117,
carpets, furniture, floors, walls
Central heat and air. Interested'
, and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
and specialities services. Call
bir
Call 753-7309.
FOR SALE
FURNISHED 2 bedroom house
M3C
p.m.
collect 247.cemastrSvi
with garage, one block from
4C
WATERFRONT
April
11
1111R,
1
ARAIUMI
BEAUTIFUL
WIRMIMINUIPAPAPUIRAIRPIARMARIIIMIP
University, $125 per month
CREOSOTE POLES 8' to 25', and
lot Lake Barkley with plenty of Phone 753-6133.
M2C
treated fence posts. Murray
trees. Electricity and city water
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Beginners
Give
Will
paved
access
Easy
piped to lot.
M3C
Street.
753road to 1-4 mile of lot Phone
RENT
FOR
516C
5:00p.m
after
5894
GOOD USED refrigerator, $20.00.
1970 Gibson, all fiberglass, twin '.r.Z Chrysler Vet-drives, 275
OFFICE SPACE
M3C
KW
6.5
(hum
Phone 753-8006.
props,
and
spare
shaft
time,
total
hours
Downstairs
Upstairs &
HELP WANTED
generator, affelectric galley, air conditioned, electric crown
In My Home
Inquire at Corvette Lanes,
VA LOANS, no down payment for
head. S'HF-- and FM Radio, t'B Radio, power hailer centre),
Mr. 0.H. Hutson.
Phone
AVON HELPS make &NIS
qualified veteran. 12 years to
system, depth finder, air horns, spot light, automatic battery
come true' Need extra =like a
pay. Drive on out almost to
charger, always been in covered slip, emaculate, docked at
dishwasher' An Ember
MOP,IDEAL for clean up shop,
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
fully carpted and draped.
Barkley
Lake.
489-2610
Color TV' Fuel out how easy it is top shop or mechanical work
Bank financing on soot. Bill's
M1C
Mobile Homes, 3900 Sout
to make money in your spare Phone 753-4763.
Coldwater
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
time, as an Avon RepresenPhone (812) 867-6364
M3C
4434150.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
tative Call 443-3366, Collect
tinesolining
. snowleineinteneirwomenntwwwwwwwwebnoin
1 2C
March
house near the College PATTERN DRAFTING-To fit
any person. Call 753-7513 after
Available now Phone 753off on alliPORTABLE WURLITZER,
M2C TEN PERCENT
M1C 5:00 p.m.
WANTED JANITOR, nights. 2227,
framing for the month of March electric piano, used twice.
PRE-SEASON
Apply in person to Mr. Waller at
at The Gallery, 813 Coldwater Fartisa combo organ. Gretsch
MSC BRICK.TWO bedrooms, living, PAINTING EXTERIOR or in- Road, Murray.
Paschall Thick Lines.
March 14C amplifier Phone 7534606. M1C
duung, utility room and kitchen. terior. New or old houses. For
Furnished or unfurnished Near free estimate phone 437ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, APPROXIMATELY 250 pieced
March 7C
University Phone 753-1960 M IP 4534
bast
Mayfield, Kentucky on the 2 14 ,8', 10', 12'
bunch of
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, quality, Ilk
Sale Good Thru March!
(Across from MSU Library)
bunch 1"
FURNISHED HOUSE, one block FREE ESTIMATE on %pectic pickup camper, toppers. We also l'x4' n
Service Station
pole,
from university. Phone 753-7575 tank mstallation. Phone 753&
Horne
Murray
rent campers by the week or cyprjsse ectric utility
214 No. 15th Street
I Phone 753-3242
Attendant
both 110 and
M2C 7850
or 753-4669.
TFC weekend. Call 247-8187 or 481.4
.0111111or
,
AMIN.
Al!
Auto Store
es, Is price. Phone . 753M3C vo
2303.
Experience preferred. but
M1C
1257_
753-1871
FURNISHED APARTMENT, WILL STAY with elderly person,
Chestnut St
nisi accessary. No phone
to
is
elderly
baby-alt
for
will
Have
Ideal
Also
couples
only.
only.
business!
days
la
of
OUT
Apply
GOING
please.
calls
couple. No pets. Phone 753my home nights. Write Jane vacate building, Farmington THREE COON clop; one bluepenile to Trotter's Gulf,
red-tick, and one red" TWO OVAL shaped braided rugs,
3019.
M2C Hutchens, Number 65, Riviera Corn Laundry. Will sell part or all
MIC
Hwy.641 South.
tick'one
M1C-11102-Lx1414' and 14'slt. Mul
Courts, Murray,or phone 7514571 equipment-46.waatiars. 11 dryers. bone- Phone mszes.
M1P and 1,0e10 gallon hot water tank.
FURNISHED THREE room after 5:00p.m.
colors of green, grey, orange and
- BULLS or HEIFERS
WANTED SALESPERSON for apartment, prefer married
Contact Jewell Gream, Far- ENGLISH SETTER puppies, beige. Like new. Phone 753M3C
M 1P whelped November 27, 1972. 3732.
M2C ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. mington 343-2151.
local retail store, five days a couples. Phone 7534524.
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
TFC
Quality shows White and orange.
week. Experience helpful. Write
Phone Paris, 6424551.
Main,
West
Star"
1613
"Flaming
fiberglass
SALE,
95 percent white.
GARAGE
(do not type or print giving DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms,
14' CHEROKEE
For Further Information
name, addremi, phone number, utility room. Available March 15. FOR ALL your adelitiona: Street, February 28. March 1 and bloodline. Twelve o'clock tails. fishing boat, 35 H.P electric start
last employment and two Carpeting, stove and refrigerator remodeling, residential or 2. Three rugs, 1-9':12', 2-12':12'. Eddie Roberts, Murray, Ky., 306 Evinrude motor and trailer. Good
references, to P.O Box 264-X, furnished. Phone 7534151 before commercial. New or old. Free 14 piece pink crystal glassware. South llth Street. Phone 753condition Phone 492-8705 or 492M IP 84113.
M3P
M3C 5 00 p.m. or 753-5717 after 5:00 estimates. Call 753-6133.
TFC Antique Bruce drop head sewing 3301.
Murray, Kentucky
machine. One two socket
pm
M6C
ROOFER- lavatory. Other miscellaneous
EXPERIENCED
EXPERIEtiCED WELDER
SHALLOW WELL jet water
1.12NC 1968 BUICK Electra with vinyl pump. Good condition Phone 753ARIEN 26" cut riding lawn
needed. Apply in person to Five FURNISHED APARTMENTS, painter and gutter installation. items. 753-9286.
Above
M3P
M6C
mileage.
If interested phone 753mower.
Points Welding.
Low
M1C living room, kitchen, bathroom Phone 489-2680.
top.
7948.
JANE'S ATTIC Sale Old and new
Also apartment stove.
between 1 00 and 9:00
1505
average.
, with shower and bath. One or two
Monday,
Every
treasurers.
Several of the world's
M2('
WANTED SERVICE station 'bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
753-647S after 5:30 p.m. M.,5- TRACTOR, ALLLS Chalmers WD finest new
p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, 9:30-5 30. Phone
Quiniy Air
condition.
attendant, full time. Apply in 'merit, South leth Street, 753Good
Control, phone 753-3914,100 South
plows.
with
45
1.304:00 104 North P
to
I
Compressers.
Saturday
7'
M3C
person to Direct Oil Corporation, 6609.
SAFETY SHOES; all occasion
Phone 753-5577.
April 3C 13th Street. "Every day you 13th.
M3NC
horse
power.
These
700 Main
M2C
shoes. Your authorized Mason
MAHOGANY COFFEE table and
delay lets bugs have their
compressors
remember
TFC
tables, $35.00 Also TWO-2000 watt room electri(
Shoe dealer. Phone 436-5894. M6C
641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies, two step
you
forget,
when
FURNISHED APARTMENT. way"
that
automatic washer, heaters; G.E. electric range, 40'
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas. toy Kenmore
electric heat. $50 00 per month
pros
ides built in safety
M1C Make us an offer. Phone 753A FARMALL tractor with plow,
MUSIC
poodles, beagles, fish and ,up- 625.03. Phone 753-3356
Married couples only. Phone 753features. Financing
M7C
0631.
disc, cultivator and mowing
plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753MIC
5074
available over 3 year
machine. In top condition. Phone
March 17C GREETING CARDS, stationery
457.
PIANO TUNING -Repairperiod.
letter
have
Also
M2P
kinds).
all
after 4.30 p.m.
753-7560
notes
Apserregistered
expert
old
TWO YEAR
rebuilding. Prompt
.Also 2 reconditioned full
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
M1NC
holders. Phone 753-1712.
broke.
Green
Stallion.
paloosa
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt house, city, good location. Nice.
air
Quincy
guaranteed
aluminum
V BOTTOM
boat, deep
good
pianos for sale Ben W Dyer, Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. MIC
gentle, with
Very
compressors. 2 new cheap
and wide. Fenton 8#
MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', 1964
TOP for pickup, long wide disposition. Will make excellent
753Phone
Kentucky.
Murray,
low quality competitive
Marrtac 36"
Hodge.
model, completely furnished
out
roll
insulated,
Paneled,
bed.
8911
western pleasure and halter
type compressors which
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'142' nice,
Complete home
Carpeted, air conditioned,
8150.00.
screens.
with
windows
TFC near University
stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 400
AlTrLS l'oR SO F
are guaranteed to have
Available
washer, porch, step and unRemodeling
M2NC
Phone 489-2486
TFNC
short
p.m.
life
March
1.
753-3895
or
Phone
753derpinning. Phone 753-9941 M6C
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: 2
1970 GREMLIN, low mileage.
ESTIMATE
MIC
Fender basement amplifiers. 1 3482.
Mag wheels. Phone days 753-3901 COLOR TV., 19" portable,
BIG SALE on at the Craft House
custom 100 amplifiers, with 8
or nights 753-2758.
MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes
M1C Limited quantity. While they last,
bedroom
TWO
Saturday.
thru
Monday
speakers, 2 microphones and FURNISHED
M2C
to 14. Phone 753-3387.
12
753-0961
Benton,
Sales,
Roby
conditioned, natural
M2C
Everything markNi down
1971 ELECTRA 225 custom. 2 $299.95.
stands, 1 electric piano-organ, 1 trailer, air
2C
March
Kentucky.
Phone 753-9746 after
console piano Telephone after gas heat
trucking. door hardtop. Blue with white
M2P BULLDOZER WORK,
p.m.
5:30
15' ALUMINUM boat, motor and
with
power
roof,
vinyl
and
1971 SILVER EAGLE Travel
air.
• 5:00 p.m. 753-6922
and
dirt
M2P
also blink gravel, fill
M2C
trailer. Phone 753-8072.
Trailer.sleeps
24'x8' wide, tandem
401
\
St
7,,
1th
0
Phone Hardin' 354-8138' Phone 753-7785 after 4:00 p m MI
wheels,
GARAGE SALE; at 721 Nash
eight, full bath
PIANO TUNING and Repair. THREE BEDROOM duplex:t°Pwil•
more information I large refrigerator, 46
after 5:00p.m.TFC 1968 FORD pickup truck
LOW MILEAGE 44 ton camper
gallon
sI Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Carpeted, central heat and air. °r 3544161,
Long Drive. For
M1C
753-4137.
1808
Located
month.
per
$125.00
phone
water tank, 36 gallon holding BABY GRAND piano, excellent special truck and deluxe camper,
overload
base,
wheel
craftsman Piano Technician
springs,
REFINISHING &
JERRY'S
7534200 or 753fulty equipped. Gas-electric
tank, 3 closets, 2 tables to serve 10 condition $625.00. Phone 753r Guild
TFC Monroe. Phone
Furniture, 6 miles heavy duty shocks, 360 cubi( inch
M2C Custom Built
7575
5500.
M2C
refrigerator with freezer, range
people,
2-30
west
pound
gas
air
conditioning
motor,
tanks.
641.
a
Hwy.
for
ready
South of Murray on
GERT'S a gay girlwith oven, shower and air conM7NC
;
WANTED TO RENT
owner. (502) 492- Coast mirrors, tires excellent. whirl after cleaning carpets with Phone 753-0722.
McCoy,
Jerry
GARAGE APARTMENT, unBAI.DWIN PIANOS and organs. ditioner. Phone 753-5894, after
TFC Priced reasonable. Phone 753- Blue Lustre. Rent electric
8837
wANTL0 FARM land to rent or furnished, newly decorated, two
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo 5:00p.m.
M6C
7213 or see at 1103 Poplar
Mx: shampooer
Kiwik-Pi 1957 CHEVROLET, 283 engine,
$1.
lease. Top dollar paid Phone 753- bedrooms, living room, and
Piano
Company, across from
four
door,
$200.00.
1968
Ford
F100,
M3C
REPAIR Service. 1966 DODGE Coronet with vinyl Market., Five Points.
JOHN'S
6090.
March 7C kitchen. Prefer adults. 503 Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
MK'.
10 ply tires, 360 engine, 81225.00. Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
roof, power steering. Phone 753M2C
Poplar. Phone 753-2342.
Phone 753-0772.
with
receiver
S1'EFtE0
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or 9971.
MIP AM-FM
i WANT TO RENT or lease
TFC
M6C 1968 MELODY mobile home,
753-7625 nights.
b track tape player, one pair of
laundromat. Phone Paul Peebles, TWO-2 bedroom houses, 401
1947 FORD pickup truck, original two way air suspension speakers.
12'x64', three bedrooms, heavily
South
11th.'
South
11th
407
and
and
CLIPPING
!- Benton 527-703.
M3C
POODLE
equipment, runs good. Phone 762- Excellent condition. Less than
insulated and carpeted. Extra
per
month
each
$75.00
Phone
1
grooming. Experienced.
3746 days or can be seen after one year old. Phone 767-3323 after 1969 CHEVROLET pickup, extra nice, with or without house type
Opening Sat. Noon
Possession immediately. Phone
March 19NC
l'OR-RENT
.753-4881.
ix
TFNC clean. 6 cylinder, three speed. furniture. If interested phone
N
5:00p.m. at 1615 Hamilton miNc 900 p.m.
Bob Miller, 753-2920.
Phone 436-2427
M2C 753-4155 after 4:00 p.m.
Hours:
Ave.
M1P
FOUR ROOM furnished house.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters'
Spinet pianos
BALDWIN
USED
1972
Married
DATSUN 240-Z, red -wr
couples
only. FURNISHED two bedroom Manufactured and installed by
Weekdays 5-9 p.m.
thj
organs. Used
References wanted. $60.00 per apartment, wall to wall car- Atkins Gutter Installation, white interior. Low Mileage Also Used Baldwin
AK('
Lonardo
Toy
Registered
Poodles
pianos.
grand
Saturday 12-6 p.m.
month. Phone 7534166.
MIC peting, central heat and air. Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- 1968 Buick Wildcat, blue with Baldwin
puppies. Also two beautiful Peakacross from
March 6C black vinyl top. Phone 753-5005 or Piano Company,
Excellent location. Children O.K. 8992.
a-poo
puppies. All are 8 weeks
M2C
Office, Paris, Tenn.
.Saturday Only!
753-9835 aftert:00 p.m.
No pets. Available March 1 Rent
mic Post
i-,
any kind of carpenter
Watkins Products old. Selling cheap at 845 each.
TWO BEDROOM house, stove $145.00. Phone 753-4331.
March WILL DO
Call 753-11469.
M2C
work, large or small lobs. Phone 1967 PONTIAC LeMans A real
- and refrigerator furnished. 76C
quality
1LLG.
G VpAEN1F
p leR1
March fIC nice car and in A-1 condition. -THINKING OF.first line
753-7955.
: Located North. 16th Street.
prices.
on Depression
Phone 436-5366.
MSC 'carpet? Then check our,
1' Phone 436-2420.
MIP THREE ROOM furnished
LOFT PILE,free from sofiriethe
AUTOS FOR SALE
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
lass
Call 753 575'1
.
•
1970 JAVELIN autornati( poier
March 64'
carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre
cottage, electric heat, air
Street.
1972 BUICK Skylark. All plower steering and brakes
, EIGHT CAR clean up or body conditioned, good location
airRent
electric
81.00
shampooer
shop. Air compressor furnished. Near university. Utilities paid and Air. Light green body with conditioned, vinyl top ( an be
Big K,Belaire Shopping CenCAPRICE ORGAN. For more
Corner of 4th & Elm
dark green vinyl roof, extra seen by calling 767-6252 after 5
1302 Farris Ave
. Good location. Phone 75300 information phone 7534550.TFNC
ter
Married couple. NI pets. Phone
M3C
TFNC p.m 62.150
3016.
MIC sharp Phone 753-6614.
MSC 753-1589.
TENC

44 3-6 150

12TH S
FSnI
house T

711)\

- FOR SALE

PIANO
LESSONS

42' HOUSE BOAT

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP
your

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

Jean McClure

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental
by giftr.

$19,995

Rotary Tiller
SALE

WANTED

al

ITHE
ICOLLEGESHOP-1

no

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

Mrs.

Mrs. Knigh
Starks and
They have
Donna.

I WA

•

FOR SALE
1

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
BuE
Bill Houghton

DIXIELAND
COMPRESSOR
CO.

t

*ANTIQUES*

Save 60' on
Mbrch Special!

10% Off

Clyde Jones

FISH NU._

Mr. Talent
University
and has an

I WA

GET AWAY "
ro
master
refrig
Drive-

WONDERINC
not this
canai
is pri

105 AND 1
'TEIIPHOC
l
n a
mi
Poi
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LOOKING AHEAD!!

Nobody Knows Murray and
Calloway County Like .. .

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPL
E LISTING

Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight — 753-4910
4snNEW HOUSE REA
Y
VE INTO! Everythi
ready, a
ng is
e
, living room, extra
kitchen. I
nice
uth 8th Street.
17TH
-15:1FgeT:e,be worth doin
g on this
houseSTR
EitSnt
,xcellent location

Sales Consultants' Home Phon
es
Pat Mobley — 753-8958 Ron Talent —
753-1607

C. Bailey Hendricks — 753-7638

Calloway County's Largest
Staff of
Professionally Trained
Real Estate Sales Consultants
W

WHAT EVERYBCCY "N
TS #41 ac ..cated on
Hedley
Swift Road in KielgalrAlli
al ibevell and hous
e on
farm.
TWO LOTS
venient to all

efamtzt
. Cyti
locaon

ori-

E CAN SELL YOUR PROPERT
Y!!
Listed are some of our most recent sales.1

CYPRESS (1111e:Kierre91-11fresla
paved road near Kentucky Lake-$200
IF YOU ACT QUICKI , WE.efr
•toe able to sell you this
3
bedroom
$19
$19,,§W Rooms are large, hous
e
is in ex
nd we can help you army
financing
Id
for our family's future.
A DUPLEX MAT'S LES
S
0 YEARS OLD. Each
unit is leased for one y ruz
el
s in $260 per month It's
located
Wisw
oa '
of town Has central
heat a
side has 2 bedrooms It's just
another
°Mort
to make money!
75 ACRES ll'uttyiter
....
Clisjay County loaded with
trees. Excellen
15 ACRw
EiS
r
5
e
LES
woven
a
called stea
ca
'

Mrs. Edna Starks Knight
Mrs. Knight is the daughter
of Mr. & Mrs. Urban
Starks and is married to New
ell Sam Knight
They have three children,
Sammy, Jerry, and
Donna

. Has excellent
V,;50 it ought to be

FRESH AIARECAST
f;L(
:ask31anor-A charming
bedroom B
3
on
1 he with built-ms
all for
len than
.00'

ft-100z

SHINY NEW HOME. JUS
T
pick your col
c
ta.
baths

you want liuy-now and
features 3 bedrooms, '.'.
and air, all built-ins in
425.000.00. Better Hurray and

WANT YOUR LISTINGS!

VOID HARD FACTS ARE
ALL THAT ARE needed to
deseribe this 3
Henry Street with 1 Ystiaths_
Alsoli&•en bedi
tie7Ebd
terving room and family
room.
dish
aftd4gar
e disposal Call for an appo
intment
for t.ht
. of the details
awn
753-

A STARTER HOME Gre
altx young couple just
getting
started.ge
ving room and den. Its at
1110 El
in..s
I
t
n nce to everything.

THAT COUNTRY FEELING
BF. YOURS in this
beautiful 3 bedroom brie on
a
lot. Near Stelht on
paved r
Carat
s
and living room. Has
famils
, both with showers. Settle dow
n for
the winter
ore it gets here in this great buy'
!
RENtAL PlICtERVN
KWeyllrfentlY under leas
U.S. Govelut.
e to
FOUR AcREP TH
Cedar board
as Murray N
_
•
GET OUT
ANDG0
Avenue F

FlEi
s

ciaI
area,
ntly doing business
PAINT BRUSHES
ated at 1637 Miller
Check this out

LOT 1-oCATS) Oltrt/kee
el
111IS Is
three bedr
heart

Richland Subdivision

traitevd more trees. Ideal
iralt. For the young at

TWO WATERS1(IC3 LO'
is great.

p

N VIBluff Shores The vte%

COVEY Dfier - Ji
pct
o ae
theDlg
ee, large lot,
House needsspier
a
Ix YOU NE
BED 00MS1 You
bedroom
veniences.
cellent condition.'
JUST RIGHTb(53,
baths, four
pn
COMMERCIAL
frontage.

ye them in this six
Street All confireplaces Es-

Mrs. Pat Mobley
Mrs. Mobley has been a res
ident of Murray for
the past ten years. She is
married to Robert
Mobley and they have thr
ee children, Stacey.
Missy and Kristy.

'--1-WANT-VOUR LISTINGS
!

Y IlliLTHE GROW Two
tral g

sr Go Alteit•Excellent nee, gØ

LOCATED NORITSTRB
VT,T5 bedroom brick,
large kitchen-deaaknbietko
n.&••••

ion
MGC

1964
hed
ned,
unM6C

per,
ctric
ange
conafter
M6C

REALTORS
A. At Its
Me eel este
nesittt I sr
Snoops

; REALTORS
I
As, At fist

5.17

41.4111 es et

nftstelLe•t
&noes

Ron Talent
Mr. Talent graduated from Mur
ray State
University with a BS in Business Adm
inistration
and has an extensive business backgr
ound.

Bailey Hendricks

I WANT YOUR LISTINGS!
GET AWAY TO IT U,Ve bedroom 14 bath, Lz
off
Master
rola
and large den, has stove
refrig
a
othes washer It's all at 707 Fairlane
Driveace to be.
WONDERING WHAT E-NargAR WILL BRING?
Why
not this
rIONbric
1 South 15th Street. You
anjitipib,beise owner has left town and hom
can
e
is pri
sell
105 AND 10'7 NOM 6711 STREET. OLD
BELL
TEIEPHOK ()fee thliding. Is in great shape.
Zoned B.-3.
Wou
ou tending office building. Call for appoin

Don Tucker
Don is a graduate of Mur
ray State University,
the Kentucky Realtor's
Institute and has earned
the designation of Certified.
Residential Broker
from the National Inst
itute of Real Estate
Brokers, after comple
ting classroom and
business requirements. Don
has been a Realtor
for 16 years and is pre
sently serving as vice
president of the Kentucky
Association of
Realtors. He is married to
the
former Pearl
Terry, and they have one
daughter, Charlene,
age II.

WANT YOUR LISTINGS!

Mr. Hendricks has been a resident
of Murray for
the past three years. He receiv
ed his BS degree
in business administration from
Murray State
University. Bailey is married
to the former
Regina Alderson and they have one
son. Hal, age
twelve.

WANT YOUR LISTINGS!
('UTE AND NEA111-T
h15
room, two bath home
1633 Catalina does t
at
nee
hing done to it. New
devora1,k
!)
po
and
built
-in
range and oven,
lots
db concrete driveway
and well landPlete the picture. Rea
dy for you to move into
LOVELY BRICK
nice ki
baths,
' show you

ME

t'ovey linve. Large lot,
Extra
ee large bedrooms, two
tile
t, ideal for children. Let
us

_
•••
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RED CROSS SYMBOLIZES HELP!!
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Business Mirror

Penn -
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Conti
By JOHN C
AP Business
NEW YORK I
years after tak
Pennsylvania Ins
missioner, Het-be
continues to
extinguishable vol
inent and en
Establishment
There Is no
more, he 1/1313th,
the vested inter -erior. "I get a bu
he says. And so d
cued, most of w
have been attack •
saw.
What protects
lawyer and ins
from the frequent
his resignation is
ports his critic
most constant
proof. He is often
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Qemot
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tsVS.u.
A. W. Simmons, Jr.
_ General Chairman
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Cou8ty
Chairman
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,
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Climbing to 1973 Goal

k,*e
'
'\‘ie"cce"
c
Be A Good

4!

Neighbor!
The Good
ig4bor.

FIRST AID: There are presently
21 certified First Md. Instructors
Courses have been taught to the
Rescue Squad, Fire Department,
construction workers, factory
workers, school childrea. hoz
drivers and Interested Individuals

UNIFORMED RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS:
Work S days per week in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital In Diet, mall, X-ray and Visitor
control. They work 2 afternoons per week.In the
Convalescent Ward. Lest year 28 women donated
over 4,10 Ileum saving Calloway 041111I1y taxpanes/111111111Ihe amount of the hieRilpial.

un

r- Let's
help
each
other.

RED

Sigil of
the •

II • 4

•

ne *
•

good
+the
2eighbm

REPRIEVED
'Achy,stoma
In Palm Beach,
taken on a fund
try. Spatted by a
star with actor
and Wife." The
will be filmed I.

•

The American Red Cross

To Arnim=

SERVICE TO MILITARY: A birthday party,
complete with hostesses and 10 birthday cakes
were given at the Ft. Campbell Military
Hospital. Also gifts and other Items were
delivered for the patient's Christmas party.

PROJF,C11' FIND: 38 Red Cross Volunteers
contacted over 200 local citizens, made personal
contacts, appointments, and provided transportation to the commodity office. As a result,

53 of our elderly are now receiving government
provided free foods, who didn't even know they
were eligible.

SERVICE TO MILITARY: Emergency
military service was provided around the clock.
Last year 172 messages were sent. 44 filled and
50 unfilled "ditty bags" were prepared for
Vietnam.

h.

MOTHER AND BABY CARE: Taught by Red
Cross,38 persons, mothers and fathers, attended
class held twice annually and approved -by
medical profession.

WATER SAFETY: Red cross Instructors last year certified 82 Beginners, 3 Swimmers, 47 Junior and Senior Life Guards, 14
Water Safety Aides and 12 Water Safety instructors. Many more received lessons but were not judged to pass the tests, including a
class of 75 chPdren from deprived home situations.

Calloway County Red Cross Needs YOUR Help
So They Can Continue To Help You
4

releaser*
SHOP A
AND
games.

.
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By JOHN CUNNIFF
lets people know it.
AP Business Analyst
Nevertheless, so steady are
NEW YORK ( AP) — Two the dismissal
demands — from
years after taking office as the
Pennsylvania
Medical
Pennsylvania Insurance Com- Society
and the Association of
missioner, Herbert Denenberg Trial
Lawyers, for example
continues to * an in- —that he offers
critics a standextinguishable volcano of com- ard form
letter preaddressd to
ment and criticisms- 44M the the governor.
Establishment and its wiles.
While his job is to regulate
There is nothing he enjoys insurance, he
becomes involved
more, he insists, than kicking in
the worlds of medicine, denthe vested interests in the posttistry, automotive vehicles, enerior. "I get a burr out of it," vironment,
housing and more
he says. And so do those critibecause all are touched by incized, most of whom feel they
surance.
have been attacked by a power
saw.
These are some of the critiWhat protects the 43-year-old cisms that have angered indilawyer and insurance expert viduals and institutions.
from the frequent demands for
— There are 2 million unnechis resignation is that he sup- essary surgical operations each
ports his criticisms with an al- year in the United States. "Evmost constant cannonade of eryone screamed and hollered
proof. He is often right, and he when I made that statement,"

said Denenberg in an interview,
"but now it looks like the figure
is 3 or 4 million."
— Five per cent of medical
doctors are incompetent. Now,
said the commissioner, that estimate seems conservative.
"The American Medical Association itself says 5 million are
alcoholics, drug addicts or
mentally unstable."
—Forty per cent of Insurance
agents are unqualified. He
hasn't withdrawn the statement. Instead, he adds now
that most of the companies the
agents work for aren't worth
much eit-ep.
_"Expert buyers of insurance
would probably eliminate 80
per cent of the Insurance cornpanies in the market," he said.
Life, health and casualty, he
was asked? "Especially life,"
he replied.
Moreover, said Denenberg,
who is a lawyer, economist and
the first to hold a professorship
in property and liability insurance at the University of Pennyslvarua's Wharton School of
Finance, agents push ordinary

Saccharin Experiments Show
Suspicious Bladder-Tumors

REPRiEVED MUTT TO BE A STAR—Oaly•feet n the age
I,aelay, as/standee of dubious aaceetry was rescued frpma pound
in Palm Beach, Fla., where he had been condemned to die, and
taken on a fund-raising tour for needy children across the country Spotted by a film producer, he's been brought to Hollywood to
star with actor Rock Hudson fti the television series "McMillan
and Wife "The first epbrode of a new series to-be aired next tall
will be filmed in London
(AP Wirepbotoi

By JOHN srowELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The
Food and Drug Administration
says rats that were fed saccharin in carefully controlled government studies have developed
suspicious bladder tumors.
But the agency adds that its
scientists have not determined
whether the tumors are cancerous, which would force a ban
on the only artificial sweetener
remaining on the market.
Cyclamates were banned in
1969 under the so-called Delaney Clause in the law prohibiting any food additive that
causes cancer in man or animals
Virgil 0 Wodickii, director of'
FDA's Bureau of Foods, confirmed the preliminary saccharin study results in an interview Monday.
He said the FDA findings will
be transmitted to the National
Academy of Sciences, which is

4+2 Dyna

Sears

Many State, Local
Taxes Deductible,
Internal Revenue

I.
ELTE

Silent Guard
SAVE $40 to $59
when you buy four
for 5711-14
timbales blivelivrall
Plus sass

F.E.T. for 4 Tirea

for only

!tt

freight and installation additional
RIZ

TUBELESS
ECACIEWALLE
four
each
IP 21 5107.06
31 14
116.00
42 43
125.56

ss

128.118

44.13

IMAM

Prices include federal (mortise tax

TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
four
sod%
$121 32
$40.14
128 78
41.34
137.72
41 54
147 64
41.88
140
72
47.SS
157 48
53.21
150.40
50.05
14044
i4.34
5714
161.74

Biggest Price Cut Ever
On'Our 42-Month
Guarantee Battery
SAVE

Regular $ 1 695
with trade-in
•'22.95
battery
?).6666666061161M5061516111664661080666648156111432

..,
...,

GUARANTEE

Free
1
= Chad. if battery

g

replacement within 90 days of pur- 1
proves defective. After

= 90 days we will replace it with • new
M battery if defective, charging only for
Lit the period of ownership. Your monthly
m charges for ownership will be computed
by dividing the current selling price lege
trade-in at the time oi return, by the
number of months guarantee.

1

g.•

/1119099090099090101101,11111111f40111090MMODS

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan
Delivery and inat•Ilation extra

Prices•re catalog prices

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
SEARS ROMIDCIE AND

on

Sears
Dr* end Awe* Comer

Southside Shopping tooter
753-2310

under contract to evaluate the
sweetener's safety and its role
in treating certain metabolic
diseases.
Even if the bladder tumors
are found to be malignant, Wodicka said, the cause may be
traced to impurities in the saccharin or to "mechanical irritation" resulting from the high
levels of the chemical fed to
test animals.
"We're not going to take any
action until we get a recorns
mendation from the academy,"
Wodicka said.
Last year the FDA removed
saccharin from the list of additives generally recognized as
safe, and recommeestincl that
the average adult's daffy intake
be limited to one gram.
One gram is the equivalent of
60 small saccharin tablets, or
seven 12-ounce bottles of the
standard diet soft drink, the
FDA said.

It

LOUISVILLE—You can
deduct many kinds of state and
local taxes on your Federal
income tax return, if you
itemize your deductions, Paul
Niederecker, District Director
of Internal Revenue for Kentucky said today.
Deductible taxes include real
estate and personal property
taxes, state and local income
taxes, state and local gasoline
taxes, and general sales taxes.
Taxes and fees that are aot
deductible include liquor and
cigarette taxes, most auto
license fees, water
service
charges, hunting and fishing
licenses, and dog licenses.
Federal taxes are also not
deductible on Federal tax
returns, Mr. Nieclerecker noted.
IRS Publication 546, "Income
Tax Deduction for Taxes," has
complete information on
deductible and nondeductible
taxes. It's available free from
your IRS district office.

=mgr.

The Beaux-Arts Festival will be held
March 2 in the Price Doyle
Fine arty Building. The second annual affair
is sponsored by the
faculty and students of the Art Department.
This year's theme
will be -Out of This World," and the color
scheme will be any
shade or combination or pin-pie, a spokesman
said. A band will
pros ide music to dance by and refreshments
will be available for
the affair, sheduleci for 9 p.m. to 12 p.m. There
will be a minimal
charge, the spokesman said. The ball
is open to the public and
es era one is eelcome, the spokesman
said.

[01

Environmentally
Speaking
i-HOMAS.(1, HAW/Li-S.
COMMISSIONER

Kentucky Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

Last year, when Kentucky's
implementation plan for air
pollution control was being
developed, many members of
the general public participated
in its formation. This was
demonstrated by the crowd of
people, representing many
interests, who attended and
testified at public hearings-on
the plan. I believe this public
participation contributed
sigmtflcantly toward making
Kentucky's plan a good one.
Now the time for planning is
over Vii' are in the implementation phases Now more
than ever the interest and
thoughtful participation of this
public is essential to Insure that
the high aims and goals of the
plan are achieved.
As required by federal
regulations,
compliance
schedules in Kentucky's implementation plan must be
r)btained from all significant
sources of air pollution. These
schedules describe specific
actions that the sources will
undertake to comply with state
air pollution regulations In all
cases, except one, these
schedules must be completed
within three years or less.
Large emitters of sulfur dioxide
are allowed two more years. It
is believed this additional time
is necessary because the control
technology is hew.
Now, the Division of Air
Pollution is concentrating on
obtaining compliance schedules
from about 850 air pollution
sources. I urge you, as members of the public to participate
in this effort.
These schedules will be individually subjected to public

hearings so that everyone will
be kept fully sware of the speed
and direction that each air
pollution source of concern in
the state is taking. I invite the
public's participation -and
scrutiny of these schedules.
Watch the newspapers for
notices
about
upcoming
hearings
I want everyone to know that
we intend to insure that compliance schedules are firm, fair,
and designed to allow our goals
of air quality to be achieved
without producing unneceary
economic dislocation or bin of
lob&
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Only those employers eligible
for an experience rating can
take advantage of the voluntary
contribution provisions. Employers paying into the fund for
the first time and those who are
not eligible for an experience
rating do not qualify.
Employers pay a varying
percentage of the taxable
portion of their payroll to the
state's
unemployment insurance fund. The money Is
used to pay unemployment
benefits to workers who are out
of work through no fault of their
own.
The taxable portion of an
employee's pay is the first
94,200.
Employers with questions are
asked to contact the contributions section of the
department's office
unemployment Insurance

if

Lost Social Security Cards
Should Be Replaced Promptly
I.ost your social security
card" Apply for a duplicate
card at any social security
office promptly—at least
several weeks before you'll
need your social security
number, according to a
spokesman for the Paducah
social security district office
An application for a duplicate
card is screened against files at
the national record center in
Baltimore to make sure that
just one social security number
is issued to the same person-and
this screening can take time.
"So to make sure you have
your correct social security
number and card when you
need it-to show to an employer
when you darts new job, apply
for a duplicate as soon as you
know you've lost your social
security card," the spokesman
said.
"Ybu can get a duplicate card
faster if you've kept a record of
your social security number in a
safe place," he added. -Then, if
you lose the social security card
you carry in your purse Of
wallet, you can furnish your
number when you apply for a
duplicate and help speed up the

screeerung."
A worker builds retirement,
disability, survivors, and
Medicare hospital insurance
protection for himself and his
family by work and earnings
credited to his social security
number, the spokesman said.
"Your 9-digit social security
number is yours alone and
remains the same for life," he
pointed out. "If you lose your _
card and get a duplicate, you
will keep the same number."
Using more than one social
security number could mean
not getting full credit for your
work and earnings, he added
That could adversely affect
your social security payments
in the future.
"If you have more than one
social security number, get in
touch with any social security
office," he said. "People there
will be happy to set your record
straight."
When a worker gets a job
covered by 'octal security, he
should make sure his employer
copies his name and number
correctly from his social
security card to the employer's
records.

One full car payment
less.
a tutu Tortar y L 3.11,7
John M Sin/

0 a°,7S1remet
"
SA

h

An
-EXTRAUTONARY Loan
The extraordinary thing about
it is one full ear pa yenent lers-hut low-cost financing almost
always saves you that much.
You'll also find applying for an
extrAUTOnary loan ice: taxing. We aren't going to grill you
with irrelevant questions we
ask just enough to he able to
arrange the most convenient
terms for you.
If you'd like to save money on a
car loan,strike a match with the
extraordinary hank „ and
strike off one full car payment!

4/ft.

Hospital Report
Feb. 26, 173
ADULTS 112
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy James(Mrs Sheila
Mae James), Town tit t'ountr
Mobile Home Park, RTAse Let
75 Mineral Wells, Texas
DLSMA
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Wilma Louise Futrell,
Rt. 6 Box 16, Murray, Mrs
Zella Wilson McNutt, 526 S. 7th
St. Murray, Conrad Woodrow
Bucy, New Concord, Mrs.
Mamie Mae Ford, Hardin, MISS
Ahnette Futrell, Rt. 6 Box 60,
Murray, 011is Lee Beach, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Media Ona
Outland, 1204 Main St., Murray.

FRANKFORT, KY.—The
Department of Economic
Security has reminded employers that they can save
money if they make voluntary
contributions to the unemployment insurance fund within
20 days after notice of their 1973
contribution rate is mailed.
Notices of the yearly rates
were mailed to about 50,000
Kentucky employers Tuesday!.
Economic Security Commissioner Gail S. Huecker said
information on the voluntary
contribution provisions and the
names of those employers who
were eligible to make them
were included in the mailout.
Voluntary contributions
enable an employer to pay all or
part of the benefits charged to
his experience rating account
and reduce his tax rate,
Commissioner Huecker said.

(-•

life policies because they pay
the highest commissions.
Since he contends that the
customer's needs should dictate
the policy offered, he is proposing that agents be compelled to
reveal the amount they receive
on each type of policy. Sometimes it is 100 per cent of the
first-year premiums.
Last week Denenberg's office
issued its seventh in a series of
shopper's guides, which soon
may be widely distributed by a
commercial publisher. The first
were on needless surgery, hospital costs and various types of
insurance
This one, on dentistry, begins
typically "There is evidence
that much dental care is substandard." At least 15 per cent
of all dentists are incompetent
or dishonest, he states.
Denenberg seems a bit surprised that the resulting criticism hasn't been more severe.
"We don't get the arguments
we did before," he said, "because we've demonstrated our
criticisms are sound."

I

Section
Two

Voluntary Contributions To
Fund More Economic, Employers

Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner
Continues To Be Establishment Critic

kr.

gpiwiwollr

les eatraordinary what we can
do for )ou. if iou let tn.

"—them the garage doors?"
The 'basic' Homeowner
policy does not cover vehicle
damage to the building by an
occupant-other Homeowner
Policies do cover such
(i;amage. There are other
differences
various
in
Homeowner Pines which
the Murray Insurance Agency
will gladly explain to you.

_
PEOPLES BANK
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Your Individual Horoscope

e
;
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Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 2, 1971'
section in which AQUARIUS

Look in the
your birthday comes and find (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Persons in your business or
what your outlook is, according
job area may seem to be rather
10 the stars.
demanding, but try to realize
'ARIES
outward aggressiveness is
1-Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) int2t that
sign of inner insecurity
The position of Mars now but a
accordingly.
respond
and
bright
Stimulates ambition and
new ideas. But, in presenting PISCES
2010 Mar. 20)
1he latter, be careful. Yu ( Feb.
.fn financial matters, depend
COULD out-talk yourself.
on your own judgment — not
TAURUS
, that of others. As with Cancer,
%sr
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
you consult could be
Some planetary restrictions experts
somewhere in the clouds
now. If certain negotiations are
themselves.
pending, try to defer conclusion
influences
for 24 hours, when
YOU BORN TODAY are an
will be mere propitious.
alert and intelligent individual;
Gowen
quickly appraise situations —
(May 22 to- Jtine 21)
AND people. You know what
Romance under something of
you want and go after it in, a
the
for
a cloud. Be prepared
manner. Few perunexpected and disconcerting. tenacious
sons, including yourself, know
In business affairs, however, a
your mind intimately. You
matter of unportance is being
seem contradictory at times,
favor.
your
in
decided
yet are clear-cut in your
UANCER
thinking; also discriminating.
June 22 to July 2.3)
You are artistically inclined,
Your hunches will do more to
a retentive memory and a
protect assets than anything have
eye for details. You
keen
else now. So-called "expert"
admit defeat; are a
seldom
advisers may be too entangled
steadfast friend, a strong opin red tape to have your perponent. Try to overcome a
sonal interests at heart
tendency toward excessive
4.E0
stubbornness. Birthdate of
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Pope Leo XIII; Samuel
Solar influences now increase
Houston, Amer. general; Sir
your desire for ',further
Thomas Bodley, diplomat,
recognition and prestige. Both
scholar; Jennifer Jones, film
can be attained by using a new
star.
. • .
stymie
Don't
approach.
PERSONAL, MOROSCOPE
by sucking to the —YOUR1513
For a person) l Page
$1
hesith, yosaing love And
isietf
ldrtonal.

nor-

4124-tri

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
•• A bit of daring could pay off
law. Don't hesitate to try
unique ideas, methods. You're
thinking along the right lines:-
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Standards
Cover Mine
nt,AIP Equipment

• Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larn
Keep an eye on the doings of a
highly unpredictable companion. His or her) unconventional actions Could
ultimately involve you — to
your SOrT0111.
SCX)RPIO
Oct 24 to Nov. 221
You usually "keep your head
on your shoulders," as the
saying goes, but be especially
alert now. You COULD fall for
some slick salesmanship.

Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Children. Little ones, big ones,
young ones, even full grown
ones need good health to make it
in today's fast paced world.
children
many
And
whost mothers are now
receiving financial assistance
from the state will soon have
that assurance for a healthier
tomorrow.
screening,
early
The
treatment
diagnosis and
program, jointly administered
by the state Departments of
Economic Security and Health,
now provides free medical
services to eligible children
between the ages of zero and
six.
Local health departments
provide screening facilities,
schedule appoinmments and
supply needed personnel to
screen the children, while the
staff
security
economic
provides a variety of supportive
services to the families.
The program, now operating
in 27 counties, plans to expand
statewide in July and provide
free medical services to
eligible children ages zero to 21
years of age.
Service workers in local
public assistance offices,
though, are running into
problems as they face the task
of motivating welfare mothers
to take advantage of the
program.
Lack of transportation, understaffed offices and heavy
caseloads, particularly in the
larger cities, are not helping the
situation. With no additional
hinds provided for these services, local public assistance
personnel are looking to
clubwomen for an answer to
their dilenima
As staff members see the
situation, a clubwoman's
energy, interest and resources
will supplement the services of
a salaried staff.
"The volunteers can give our
clients personalized attention

New and revised rules for the
safe use of certain electrical
and mechanical underground
coal mining equipment are
being published in the Federal
Nov. /3 to Dec. 21)
Register by the Department of
A situation which has been the Interior.
LOUISVILLE - Taxpayers
rather mystifying for a time
The new rules apply to Part
clears up now With everything 75, Subchapter 0, Chapter I, who seek the assistance of a
clarified. you can now go ahead Title 30, Code of Federal commercial income tax return
.
X9.14._.PLaPs.. 77...Without Regulations. and they become preparer should choose one of
effective March 31, 1973. They the many reputable preparers
CAPRICORN
were proposed in the June 14, who will provide honest and
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 V
1972, Federal Register, and forthright assistance, Paul
Travel. favored now. In fact, incorporate five changes Niederecker, IRS District
any trip on which you embark resulting from written com- Director for Kentucky advised
on Friday could involve you in a
taxpayers today.
ments received.
most unusual, but profitable,
Even if someone else
Four revised and three new
experience.
rules deal with electrical prepares the return, the taxequipment. One revision payer is still responsible for the
SP4CiAt F011thriJs•
clarifies the intent of the law accuracy of the information
regarding permissibility entered on the return and the
requirements for equipment full payment of any additional
ntains
used at the "face"---the place tax, penalties, or interest
where the Coal is cut. Other charges, Niederecker said.
Most tax return preparers are
subjects covered include
electrical equipment used in competent and honest, but
return airways, lightning taxpayers should be on their
arresters, high -voltage guard against unscrupulous
now,ENJOY
grounding, and protection of preparers, Niederecker said.
Here are some tips:
communication wires.
EATING and
Never sign a blank return;)
Eight new sections require
Do not sign a tax return
mechanical safeguards. They
cover such subjects as guards prepared in pencil because it
for moving machinery parts, can be changed later;
Do not allow your refund
• shields for grinding wheels, safe
operation, check to be mailed to the
practices for
.
Lose in 20,
lilt maintenance, and lubrication of preparer:
weight Apr:qv:If ,rc a e'rirate
tablet, contains one ot the strongest diet
Avoid the advisor who
equipment, and handling of
aids without prescription Start toting
yie•pht very lost Oaf. Have the slim. trim high-pressure air systems "guarantees" refunds, wants a
percentage of the refund, or
always wanted as you follow (those above 100 psig ).
I,gurr YOU
Pus extraordinary, ease slimming Plan
Copies of the written com- supposedly knows all the
every
snacks
3
and
meals
f nioY eating 3
angles: and
clay Don t go hungry as ugly tat 11,sasoems ments on the rules as originally
Avoid the preparer who adlast Iron waist. tummy, thighs, legs, artery
proposed are available for
hilly guaranteed You
where Appedrine
public review in the office of the vises a taxpayer to overstate
or
day
first
very
starting
last
weight
lose
Deputy Director—Health and deductions, claim fictitious
your %envy back without outshoot
Safety, Bureau of Mines, Room dependents or omit income, he
4512, 18th and C Streets, N.W., said.
A reputable tax preparer will
Washington, D.C. 20240.
Central shopping center
sign the tax return he prepares
on the line provided and enter
his tax identifying number. In
fact the taxpayer should insist
on this, Niederecker said. And
the taxpayer, should record the
-Serving America Over 100 Years
preparer's name and address
for future reference.
Here is your opportunity to own your own business and
share in the gross of our business in this area
We will place an agresslve man, or husband-wife team
in an already established full time MONTGOMERY
WARD franchise catalog store.
Service February 28, 1973.
This is a rare opportunity to become associated with an
Market Report Includes Eight
ESTABLISHED aggressive national firm
Buying Stations
Write giving your address, telephone number and
Recipts: ACT. 478 EST. 500
complete personal qualifications and references
Barrows and Gilts tiolly steady
All inquiries will be held in strict confidence
Sows steady instanas 50 cents
Personal interviews will be couducted.
higher.
ITS 1-2 200-230 lbs
139.00-39.50
$38.25-39.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
137.75-38.25
J. H. Murdoch
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
137.00-37.75
SOWS
P.O. Box 597
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$33.00-34.00
few $34.50
,
Cape Giraroeau, Mo. 63701
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. $32.00-33.00
US 2-3450-650 lbs.
131.00-32.00
BOARS $24.00-30.00.

IRS Advises To
Choose Tax Help
Very Carefully

eett
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Children's Health Program
Recruits Community Volunteers
on a one-on-one basis," said
Jett,
Suzanne
economic
security's volunteer supervisor.
Willard Pratt, deputy commissioner of speecial programs
and projects, is worried about
the lack of funds.
"We have no money available
for an expanded staff or
auxiliary services like home
visitations and transportation.
Our workers are already
overloaded," he commented.
"We're actually dependent on
volunteers. They can play a
very big and very practical role
in the screening program."
M. Jett said the program
needs clubwomen to work as
family counselors, visitation
volunteers and transportation
aides. Keeping scheduled appointments may be difficult if
no inexpensive and convenient
mode of transportation is
available.
"Transporetaieu may be the
deciding factor on whether
public assistance recipients can
get the health services that are
now available," said Pratt.
The volunteer, like any good
friend, Ms. Jett said, can help to
calm a mother's fear about the
screening process.
"The volunteer can help the
mother keep her appointment,
pick up prescriptions and even
teach the family the value of
nutritional meal palming as a
source or good Width."

Within the last few weeks, the
screening program has become
a part of TRUST (Together,
Reaching Understanding,
Serving Tomorrow), a program
designed exclusively by the
Kentucky Federation ofWomen's Clubs to meet the
needs of welfare recipients.
Economic Security Commissioner Gail S. Huecker feels
that both TRUST and the
screening program will only be
as successful a& the commitment of those involved.
Commissioner Huecker
recognizes that the problem is
not only the recurultrnent of
volunteers to assist local staff,
but the recruitment of social
service agencies to "open their
doors" to volunteers.
Today, new insights into
human services have emerged.
Volunteers offer services that
are different in quality and
purpose from that of our
professional staff. Both are
needed if the client is to
benefit," she said.
screening,
early
The
treatment
diagnosis and
program is one of the first
services provided by the state
where volunteers initially play
an integral part.
A massive effort to inform
and recruit families into the
program will be launched with
the mailing of next month's
TIRED FODDER - Amos Walton, uses old tires to bola down a plastic
public sissistance checks.
,....ipeen corn, silage for his dairy cattle at Fairfax C-4:1)!Iqi Va, farm

FEATURE-PACKED AC/DC
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
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111 WITH PURCHASE
OF TAPE PLAYER
SHOWN BELOW'
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Reg. 7.95 Value Car Speakers..
.Save 6.a5 This-Week-Only -When You Buy...

Pick up On f hel glellaeS1.0 hdaiddy
bargain th,s week at tn,s fantastic
Not /List some but atf
of Me features Of Mghtxr mord
models Automatic level control
assures clear reCOrtlaigIS every
time With remote mil.p and desk
stem, 14 858

sow price

REALISTIC ACOUSTIC
SUSPENSION SPEAKERS
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REALISTIC
8 TRACK
STEREO
TAPE
PLAYER
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CAR AT

Reg 40oo

a

Peer

60 00 P

win

-4995

Use em on the floor Of bookshelf
Wherever you put 'em, they provide tult sounding bass and spar
Sting treble Walnut eniluswes
40 1981

. .. and you can

Fits car truck or boat. Features conven
rent thumbwheel controls program incli
cator Complete with mounting bracket
12 1919

Special Purchase

-

CAPITOL 8-TRACK
STEREO TAPES

^

Sold Throughout
The Country At
Up To 6 98

Any

=ID

288

10 F or $.,"

Top arl,sts performing your favarik:,sorigs Dean
• M.trtin Bt..scit Ploys. lost Rawls Hilly Preston .had
many others All
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pop rock
country, folk 1.1/7
you flame it 51 5094
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REALISTIC AM/FM
STEREO SYSTEM
>epardle Item,.

Price . 295 90

REALISTIC PORTABLE
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
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19590

Exciting
,tartunerit c, liter includes the MC 2500 ryo
with built
automatic changer. pair of MC 1000 floor soze
needle. pushbutton
SPe.the' %* 'us Pt US dust cover, diamond
treble,
reinoth speakers. Sliding controls for bass
f9r ml,,,
tape motifs for
with
Complete
cabinets.
balanr ,
idchri-/
13 1189
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hhInatnit modil for on
go people has battery
for per
,,r1 record its,
A recordings Ciperate5
battery or standard
ise tutrisd 14 873

PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BIG 180-PAGE CATALOG

North 12th Extended
753-7100 %
Murray, Ky.

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER
SIGHT 8 SOUND

Radio lhaek

SALES 8 SERVICE

80 Main Street
Benton, Ky.
521-9900

.ctrA

Store Open Daily 10 to 6 P.M.
Except Friday 10 to 9 P.M.
Closed Sundays
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Smithsonian Features
Kentucky In Festival
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A wood-carver, an herbalist
from the deep mountains, a
riverboat captain, a stove-pipe
maker, and as many as 196
other talented Kentuckians may
be chosen to present Kentucky
as the featured state in the 1973
Festival of American Folltlife in
Washington, D.C., June 27 to
July 8.
Since 1967, the Smithsonian
Institution has presented a vast
summertime event at the
National Mall, and this year
Kentucky has been selected as
the featured state for the
festival.
Over a million people are
expected to attend this year's
festival in Washington, and
more than 13 million will be
informed of the festival through
various news media. This exposure may result in an influx of
travelers to Kentucky by 1974,
which is the year the Commonwealth celebrates the 100th
running of the Kentucky Derby
and the 200th anniversary of the
founding of Fort Harrod.
The board of directors of a
recently incorporated
organization, the Kentucky 1973
Festival of American Folklife
Inc., will receive and disperse
funds from private sources to
help finance the state's share of
the 1973 national showcase.
Gov. Wendell Ford recently
announced the names of those
on the board of directors.
Robert S. Berryman, a
Woodford County businessman
and farmer, will serve as
president of the non-profit and
non-stock corporation.
Other members of the board
are: Thomas H. litaxedon,
executive' director of Abe
Kentucky Petroleum Council in
Louisville, vice president; Dr.
W. Lynwood Montell,_ coordinator of the C,entee for Intercultural Studies at Western
Kentucky University, vice
president; and Miss Donna Lou
Gooney,. pro}ect officer for the
Department of Public Information, secretary-treasurer.

0 7' . %•••••—
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Bestselling Author Insists
Earth Had Ancient Visitors

As the featured' state, about
200 Kentuckians will portray the
spectrtun of the state's folklife
by presenting exhibits and live
demonstrations.
Preliminary plans include
displays to illustrate such areas
of Kentucky's heritage as
horses, the bourbon industry,
the tobacco industry, and the
state's waterways. The state's
equestrian heritage may be
depicted by a large contingent
of horses to depict racing,
pleasure riding, show horses,
working
and hunting, and
racing silks. The Bourbon industry may be inustrated by
displays
which
feature
coopering and other traditions
related to the Bourbon industry,
and displays of Kentucky
limestone water. Displays
which.might depict the tobacco
Industry include riving sticks,
tying hands, making and
packing hogsheads, twisting
chewing tobacco and an
authentic tobacco auction. The
folldife traditona of Kentucky's
waterways may be shown by
displays of musaeling; boat,
net, and fishtrap making; duck
calls and decoys; tying and
splicing rope; and river songs
and stories
Other displays representing
Kentucky's heritage might
Include
pottery
making,
hooking rugs, curing country
hams, quilting, making dolls
(from apples, corn shucks and
hickory nuts), whittling, stone
fence
building, sorghum
making, folk singing, hound
dogs, leather goods, fiddling
contests, chair making, stovepipe markers, wood carvers,
ctieese makers, blacksmiths,
dulcimer making, appiebutter
and apple cider making, herb
medicine brewing,
and
ferrying, the pecan industry,
and pie baking.
Kentucky is the sixth state to
be featured at the annual
which is jointly
festival,
sponsored by the Smithsonian
and the National Park Service.

'SBA To Provide
YOU CAN START LOSING Service This Month
WEIGHT THIS
WEEK!p•
Son
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NEW YORK (AP) — Erick
von Daniken insists that alien
astronauts visited the earth in
ancient times. To back him up,
he has a pair of worldwide best
•
milers that have recently become paperback phenomena in
AsOrat
•
this country.
"Maybe not all the theories
in my books are correct," von
-* Daniken said in an interview
here Monday. "But there is no
doubt that we were visited
from outer space long ago."
Von Daniken, 37, a Swiss innkeeper by trade with no formal
higher education, wraps an old
•
•
theory with new words in his
GHOST TOWN WITH A BANK ACCOUNT—A growing iron ore pit kept gobbling up houses in books.
The theory is that visitors
Fraser, Minn., until the last residents moved out two moths ago. But the city still has a bank account of $17,000 and the state keeps sending checks for the city's share of various state eollected from other worlds landed on
earth in -prehistonc times;
taxes. The Minnesota legislature is expected to act on the matter this session.
created the rudiments of hu1AP Wirephoto
man civilization and departed.
. Recast by von Daniken in the
jargon of contemporary technology, the visitors become astronauts and their vehicles -become nuclear rockets.
"Chariots of the Gods?" and
"Gods From Outer Space," von
Dallikerl'S books, were AsUbWhile awaiting clearance, lished in Europe in the late
By JOHN CUNNIFF
in the business, and we concentrate on railroading rather than Southern gambled $13 million 19608. Translated, into 32 lanAP Business Analyst
on new equipment and had 575 guages, they have now sold
NEW YORK API — It is un- unrelated fields," he says.
derstandable that you might
Coat control, plant modern- Big Johns ready for use when more than 26 million copies, achave the impression that rail- ization, training programs and the decision came and another cording to The Trade News
roads ceased to be profitable at modern marketing techniques 500 on order.
Service, a publishing industry
Bulk cargoes such as this Magazine.
about the same time that Cur- contribute, he maintains, and
rier & Ives stopped making he cites the example of "Big give southern a big advantage' The American editions, pubover many lines. Long hauls lished in 1870 and 1971, enjoyed
prints. But that's not the pic- John" to illustrate the latter.
ture at all.
Big John is a 1013-ton covered help reduce costa, top( as does relatively good sales. More
the fact that it it-not a com- than one million paperback
While the fiancially troubled hopper that cut 60 per cent off
the line's grain shipping costs. • muter line oe-prrimarily a pas- copies of "Chariots of the
Penn Central, the nation's largProtests by water carriers de- senger line.
Gods?" had been sold at the
est, has been in and out of the
Bui perhaps the biggest end of last year.
layed
use of the cars for four
news almost weekly during the
boost, as Barton sees it, came
Early in January, a film
past few years, nine of the years until a Supreme Court
' from the war that was lost.
based on the books was shown
country's 10 biggest lines have decision cleared the way.
been making money.

All Railroads Not Operating
At Loss, Despite Publicity
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Get rid olembarrassing facIalhafr safely, quickly
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CREAM HAIR REMOVER
FOR THE FACE

NUDIT

WITH SUPER-FINISH CREAM
by Helena Rubinstein
Save on t‘hfs get-acquainted flier

2.00s,ze NOW 1.65 3.50suze NOW 2.95

In the East and Midwest, the
picture is different. Industrial
and traffic patterns have
changed, and now there is
much unneeded track. In fact,
he claims, between 10 and 25
per cent of all rail mileage in
the country is unneeded.
Not so in the South. While it
was considered a poor investment at the turn of the century, it is now growing faster
than any other geographical region of the country, much faster than the Northeast.
Barton wants it understood
that history alone is not responsible for the Southern's success
"We eep most of our earnings

County Court

Several persons have been
cited recently in the county
court of Judge Robert 0 Miller
Those pleading guilty and fined
were:
George Dailey, Mayfield,
speeding. Fine of $10 suspended, $19.50 costs paid, state
police.
James Waddell, Rt. 7, DWI,
amended to reckless driving;
fined $100, costs $14.50, state
police.
Steven Lowry, running red
light; $10 fine suspended, 919.50
costs paid, Murray State
Security.
Charles Townsend, Calhoun,
Ky , speeding; fined $10, meta
$19.50, state police.
Leon Harp, Sr., Hamlin,
!Deeding; $10 fine suspended,
$19.50 costs paid, state police.

Don Lewis, 103 N. 7th St.,
reckless driving; fined $10,
costs $19.50, state police.
James Gibson, Puryear,
speeding; fined $10, costs $19.50,
state police.
Carl Timmons, Corinth,
speeding; BEd $10, costs
$19.50, state police.
William
Barlow, —1504
Clayshire, speeding; fined 910,
costs $19.50, state police
Everett Roettger, Chancther,
Ind., speeding; fined $10, costs
$19.50, state police.
Frelon Pierce, Route One,
Kirksey, DWI, amended to
reckless driving; fined $100,
costs $14.50, state police.
Jerry Dodd, 913 N. 18th,
weeding; $10 fine suspended,
$19.50 costs paid, state police.
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Reflection of
Elegance

To begin with, people have
feelings and freight does not
The retread., maintain that
transporting people is unprofitable Riders have been told
they are a burden, and they've
reacted vociferously.
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Let Hancock Fabrics help bring
our treasured Wedding 'dreams
le a beeuliful•reality. At Hancock
Fabrics you will find expert advice and you will also find the
greatest selection of laces in the
South.
Eighteen of our laces from our
EMIL KATZ COLLECTION were
Featured in Spring 1973 MODERN BRIDE MAGAZINE.Let your
Wedding be a reflection of your
own personal taste. BE CREATIVE — DESIGN YOUR OWN
GOWN...
•French Re-embroidered
Aleneon Lace
•Venice Lace
•Re-embroidered Chantilly Lace
Pearl Re-embroidered
•Lace
Trim
•"ilk Organza
•(11
:py of Slik Peau
•Satins
•50 Different head pieces to
choose knit'...

JO'

ic-

•

•

•
•

also
Everitgrag -fa. your BRIDESMAIDS Attire imeluding 8 colors
in the popular floppy hats.

Few tines were built in the
economically depressed South
and even today, says Barton,
"we have a relatively lean rail
system, not afflicted with large
segments of unprofitable
track."

itatW

biblical writers.
Examining the holy books
and mythologies of ancient peoples, von Daniken said he concluded that the often mentioned
gods and fiery chariots were
astronauts in space ships. They
took such men as the prophet
Ezekiel for rides into space and
used nuclear weapons to purge
the earth of such undesirables
as the citizens of Sodom and
Gomorrah, he said.
Traveling the world for a
decade to look for himself, von
Daniken decided that these prehistoric space visitors left behind great monuments and statues from Egypt to Easter
Island, works he said early
men could not have created
"without help.
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on network television. Sales
soared.
From nowhere, "Chariots of
the Gods?" suddenly appeared
as the second best selling nonfiction paperback in the country on The New York Times
list. A survey of campus bookstores by The Chronicle of
Higher Education ranked it
third in sales this month. It
Was not among the top
10
campus sellers last month.
Von Daniken said religious
doubts first caused him to clue*
tion traditional explanations of
man's past. Raised in a strict
Catholic home, he began to
wonder about Old Testament
refetences to gods, instead of a
singular god, and about the actual events that inspired the

‘1

They intend to remain profitable, too, mainly by investing
hundreds of millions of dollars
a year in their capital plants.
But paradoxically, a large
percentage of Americans believe variously that the industry is depressed oe on the
verge of collapse or about to be
taken over by the federal government.
Why/

The - Small Business AdThin amazing slenderizing formula, ministration provides coun•v•ilishle with no perracription, can
seling for persons in the
hell:
, You bee ore* the slim, trim per
sun you ••••it in he, StemiY tel.. • Paducah area on the first and
•rnall Slend•r-X tablet befor• •ach
meal and betwe•n meals, if you get third Thursday of each month.
eunAgY- fUerideg•S sags is work lee
A SCORE Counselor will be
The biggest clamor of all has
reedl•t•ly to help put
come from commuters and
an end to •1C•ilaip. available for Interviewing and
food cr•ving A
you counseling from 9:00 am
to short-distance travelers in the
t•k• Slirride
end
Northeast and Midwest, which
c ut
c•I
e•,
you 2:00 p.m. on the first Thursday,
VW, if
eod on the third Thursday from together have the greatest conattractive you,
centration of people in the na.
you get 12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m., a Loan
AKnd
none of that '•keyed Officer from the Louisville
tion.
up'• Italtv011• feeling
District Office of SBA will be in
you can get with
Freight continues to pay its
other tablets
Paducah.
way.
One line, Southern Railthe
in
located
is
The office
IT REALLY WORKS! City Hall on the first floor. The way, has had seven straight
much
Decide
how
phone number is (502) 4444381. years of record-high income,
unsightly weight you
In order to determine credit and last year reported pretax
really want to lose
profits of more than 1100 milYou can do it with and eligibility requirements for
lion on $700 million in revenue.
tlw help of Slonder-X
it
is
the
SBA
loan
programs,
Peowith D C P
suggested that the businessman
all over the
ple
A fascinating explanation for
country are doing It
bring with him a recent the distorted image of the inslimming down
to • trim, youthful financial statement or balance
dustry, and the reasons why
figure. You hav• no- sheet of the business and a
one line prospers while others
thing to lose but •••
profit and loss statement for the declare bankruptcy, is offered
c•t•• weight If you
cowpl.telp
aren't
previous full year. This in- by Frank Barton, assistant to
'wished, You Set
to Southern's president
pertains
your money back' So formation
get on the toed to established
businesses.
• better-looking you,
The story of Southern's sucHowever, anyone interested in
thi• week'
cess begins, said Barton, with
•Diet •Conttol Plan establishing a new business is
IT,TODAY AT
•
encouraged to consult with this the South losing the Civil War.
representative, as well as other Unlike other vanquished foes,
businessmen who are in need of the South was not the recipient
Central Shopping Center financial advice or assistance. of federal generosity. During
the Reconstruction, he said,
very little reconstruction was
undertaken.
It was during this time that
the nation's basic rail system
Central Shopping Center
was built to its present size.
Because industry was largely
situated in the Northeast, rails
proliferated there. And because
the Midwest and West were
growing, lines were extended
there.
71
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KENTUCKY'S FINEST FABRIC STORE

HANCOCK
FABRICS

•
•

•st

Cardinal Point
Shopping Center
Padueah, Ky.
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Fisher-Price Adds Line
Of Crib, Playpen Toys
NEW YORK—Fisher Price
Toys has announced today that
it will be introducing a new line
of Crib & Playpen toys appealing directly to infants and
children under two.
Previously, Fisher-Price had
concentrated on the preschool
market, children primarily in
the 2-6 age range.
The infants' line consists of 14
items, nine brand new and five
formerly sold as part of the
regular Fisher-Price assortment.
Created as an entity separate
from the regular Fisher-Price
line, the Crib & Playpen toys
came in packages that are
white, with the traditional blue
•
The Fisher-Price Funflower, one of sesraral Infants' toys the and red scallops.
In addition to the infant line,
company is introducing this year, is a touch-and-squeeze toy
featuring brightly colored petals and a face that squeaks when
squeezed.

is
adding
Fishe,r-Price
preschool action games-bowling
and basketball-to the basic
assortment. Also new in the
line is a circus train, a "Play
Family" village, a "Play
Family" camper and a movie
viewer that shows Walt Disney
cartoons.
The world's largest producer
of preschool toys, Fisher-Price
is a Division of The Quaker Oats
Company. The company employs approximately 4000 in its
three Western New York plantsEast Aurora, Holland and
Medina.
Work has begun on the new
cejlant, to be conno
Fisher Pri
of Murray this
structed
year.

Army Corps To
Hold Public
Meetings
The Nashville District of the
Army Corps of Engineers will
hold four public meetings in
Kentucky during March to
discuss the proposed zoning
regulations for Lake Barkley
and Lake Cumberland, Major
William A. Vogel, Ailing
District Engineer announced
today.
"Everyone interested in the
proposed z- ling at Lake
Barkley will have two opportunities to attend meetings,"
he said. "The first meeting will
be held at 7:03 p.m. C.S.T , on
March 7th at the Trigg County
Courthouse in Cadiz.
The second meeting will be
held on March 8th at the 1.yon
County Courthouse in Eddyville, at 7:00 p.m. The saine
Information will be disciissed at
each meeting, but two meetings
have been scheduled for .the
convenience of the pl,t);1: he
added.

DS SATURDAY... MARCH 3rd
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

Carriage House
114 NORTH THIRD S1
Paducah, Ky

PHONE 443-6257

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED
SALE INCLUDES: TABLE & FLOOR LAMPS—ACCESSORIES
LIGHTING FIXTURES—FLOOR COVERING E. BEDSPREADS

NOW YOU CAN LAND SOME REALLY BIG

The Prin
Source of
In Murra
Calloway C
Member of Ass(

TACKLE BOX

Central Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

PLANO No. 7300
3 Tray, Similar to Illustration

Seen&[
Amur
Mum
We've got Jon(
house Two of the:
and others ready
thing We picked
were open and tool
house
Made us feel rig.
there and look at
realize that Mottle
beginning the cycl
joy to the hearts
rebirth of plantlifi
year along with thi
of animal life.

- Farmers will have to grow at demand for soybeans has grown
least 55 million acres of at the rate of more than nine
soybeans this year to prove to percent annually. The growth
Western European customers rate was only six percent prior
that the U.S. is still a reliable to that time when ASA started
source of supply, according to foreign market development
the programs It behooves us to
of
representatives
beans our
produce the
Oilseed
European
of
Federation
customers want but there is a
Processors FEDIOL
Harold Keuhn, American slim line between profitable
Soybean Assn.(ASA) president, production," Kuehn added.
Similar meetings were held in
assured the group during a faceto-face meeting with farmers in Des Moines, Iowa; Columbus,
Indiana
Champaign, Ill., that, "Far- Ohio; Indianapolis,
mers will produce the beans the and Memphis, Tenn. FEDIOI,
world needs ii we have a bu,ys most of the 260 million
reasonable assurance of a bushels of soybeans sold to
Western Europe every year.
profitable price."
FEDI01, representatives told
ASA has called for a 10
percent increase in total U.S. the U S soybean farmers that
production for this year for a with a normal conservative
total of 51 million planted acres annual increase of 10 percent,
as opposed to the 46.4 million 1973 production should be 1.45
billion bushels At an average
last year.
"ASA action was based on the yield of 28 bushels per acre,
best information available on demand requires a minimum of
53 million acres plus a reserve
projected supply and demand
We must produce enough of two to four million acres for
soybeans to satisfy our at least 55 million acres in total
customers around the world but production-- slightly higher
preschool
a
101dier-Priee Ilaaketball, sew Is the Me is 1973, is
little overproduction can hurt than USDA estimated needs.
a
Seam game los* for Maser or maim play. It comes with two
In a prepared statement,
a lot.
inbe
to
Also
basketball,'
vinyl
sett
rive
Iminahafasod
mints'
years; FEDIOL officials said, "Food
four
Last
the
"During
game
bowleg
IMPeared • preadiessi
prices are soaring because of
the tremendou.s protein price.
There's no question that a set of
circumstances has been created
will make the world look
- for any possible substitute
"Prices may go down
somewhat as many farmers
fear. But this is not bad because
we all hopefully realize the
prices we are talking today will
kill our business anyway We
have expanded capacity to meet
predicied protein demand but
we do not have the beans "

A world of beautiful accessories
—oriental lamps, wall clock,
oak tables, brass and copper
accents—cad much, much more.
Come in for great decorating
ideas, great savings and, of
course, the some great personal
service you find at year round.

1, 1973

The
proposed
zoning
regulations for Lake Timberland will also be presented
at two meetings in the Lake
Cumberland area The first
meeting will be held on Wednesday, March 14, at the
Russell County Courthouse in
Jamestown, at 7:00 p m ( S.T.
The second will be
conducted
on Thursday, March 15, at the
Pulaski County Courthouse in
Somerset, at 7:30 p iiT
"Colonel William f• Firandes,
Nashville District Engineer,
will be Conducting all of these
meetings with assistance from
members of his staff. major
Vogel concluded.

FISH

Clyde Roberts
house right acre
from us. Looks ID
dilly

NET
Aluminum Handle
4 Foot Size
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a eon
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s Howard
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Reg. '2.99

"Four years ai
Vietnamese total]
separate political
issues. Four yei
North Vietnamese
See Seen & flea

Court Of
Held By

Makes batteries easy to carry.

A Court of Honc
dish supper was
Scout Troop 45,
United Methodn
Tuesday of this
On the prot
evening were a
Dr James Byrn
presented by the
Guests at the
OR Boone, Si
Troop 77 and boa
aa
Special
presented to Rai
Mile Swim and
the Governor's I
Todd Harrisoi
*wick. Kevin Ian
Fannin were
hiking the rug
compass cross
at Shiloh.
Merit Badges
to: Randy Orr, I
Mattox, Harry
Carruthers, Ti
Sam Chadwick,
Sammy Kelly,
Kevin Lain
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the First(lass t
presented to Ha
Star Rank was
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Prevents spills

CONTEST BEGINS MARCH 1 . . .
ENDS SEPTEMBER 30

4 PRIZES EACH MONTH!
4 GRAND PRIZES AT CLOSE
OF CONTEST!

Miss Debt
Teacher, P
• Largemouth Bass
• Crappie • Bream
• Stripe Bass

Miss Debbie ;
the book,"Wha
Acteens, agf E
interested toil
Baptist Chord
March 7, at
Youth Center.
This book is I
graded series
taught to Act
churches tt
Southern Bar
prior to or d
Armstrong We
Home Mission
Miss Moody,
anci Mrs. G.
junior at
University ma
work She serv
missionary
California, in !

* Entrant must register prior
to catch.
* Entrant must register in Roses
Sporting Goods Department once
each month. No charge.
* Fish must be brought to Roses
for weighing.

LARGEST LARGEMOUTH — MITCHELL 300 REEL
LARGEST CRAPPIE — 2610-D GARCIA ROD
LARGEST BREAM — 103-A TACKLE BOX
LARGEST STRIPE — 290 FISHMASTER ROD

GRAND

$7c
4

Sporting Goods
Gift Certificate

• Largemouth Bass
• Crappie
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